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Abstract
Collated global marine surveys have documented large volumes of gaseous methane able
to escape from deeply-buried deposits into global oceans as seeps. Seeps are evident
where permeable faults and fracture networks allow for the upward transportation of
methane from buried deposits into the water column as plumes of rising bubbles. Seep
bubbles dissolve the majority of their constitutive methane into the surrounding water
column as they rise; however there is evidence of more-prominent seeps transferring
undissolved methane through the water column and into the atmosphere.
Due to the biologic origins of methane, the global distribution of buried methane de-
posits is highly varied and difficult to predict. High uncertainties in seep locations have
resulted in all previous estimations of the global proportion of atmospheric methane
attributed to seeps to have very large associated errors. These are mainly due to large
extrapolations over global oceans based on findings from surveyed seep fields.
A 2014 NIWA research voyage saw the discovery of an abundant seep field situated
at uncharacteristically shallow water depths (150–300 m below sea level) along the
raised continental shelf of the Hikurangi Margin, New Zealand. In comparison to other
globally documented seep fields, the Hikurangi Margin seeps are numerous (estimated
between 585 and 660 surveyed seeps) and cover a large area (∼ 840 km2). Prior to
the discovery of this seep field, there was only evidence of 36 seeps along the entire
Hikurangi Margin. Acoustically surveyed bubble-rise paths of newly discovered seeps
also show evidence of seeps extending the entire height of the water column. The large
number of shallow flares present in the abundant seep field represent the potential for
considerable amounts of gaseous methane outputs.
To further investigate these seeps, NIWA voyages TAN1505 and TAN1508 that took
place in June and July of 2015 employed a range of scientific equipment to analyse
features of the rising seep bubbles. Part of these investigations involved the video
recordings of rising seep bubbles from the seafloor as well as acoustically surveying
rising bubbles using a singlebeam and multibeam echsounder. We have used video
and acoustic data sets to create multiple tools and computational techniques for better
assessing features of seeps.
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We have developed photogrammetric tools that can be used in Matlab to compute
bubble-size distributions and bubble-rise rates from still frames of underwater video
footage. These bubble parameters have then been combined with singlebeam recorded
flare profiles to calculate the flux of emitted methane at the seafloor. These calculations
were carried out using the FlareFlow Matlab module, devised by Mario Veloso.
To assess the number of seeps in a multibeam surveyed region, we have created vertically-
summed intensity maps of the obtained water column data. Summed-intensity maps
display localised high-amplitude features, indicative of seeps. Seep indicators have been
used to (1) map the distribution of seeps of the surveyed Hikurangi Margin, (2) assess
the total surveyed seep count, and (3) identify regions where seep concentrations are
particularly high.
We have combined methane fluxes from analysed seeps with regional seep-distribution
maps to approximate the rate at which gaseous methane is escaping from the seafloor
across the seep field. Extrapolating seep emissions over the surveyed area approximates
0.99× 105± 0.64× 105 m3/yr of undissolved methane is being released across the seep
field. Using models of methane preservation, combined with staggered depth models
of flares, we have approximated that ∼ 0.2% of the methane emitted at the seafloor is
able to reach the atmosphere.
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Glossary
Clean Bubble A bubble that is completely clean from surfactants. Clean bubble
are allowed to freely oscillate as they rise.
Dirty Bubble A bubble that that is partially or completely covered in surfactant
compounds. Surfactants suppress bubble oscillations, causing dirty bubbles to behave
more rigidly as they rise.
Echogram An acoustically imaged 2-dimensional slice of the water column. Echograms
display areas of density contrasts (e.g. gaseous bubbles in seawater) in the water col-
umn, derived from the proportion of emitted to received sonar energy.
Echosounder A hull mounted piece of equipment used for conducting acoustic
surveys. By emitting successive pings and recording the time and signal strength of the
returned sonar energy, echograms of the underlying water column can be constructed.
Flare Rising seep bubbles that have been acoustically imaged with an echosounder.
As rising bubbles are multiply sampled by successive pings, an acoustic image is formed
from the rise paths of all the bubbles that constitute a flare. Flares resultantly appear
as flame-like structures in echograms.
Nadir The direction pointing directly below a particular location.
Ping Each time an echosounder emits a sound pulse and data is from the echoes.
Seep Rising fluids in the form of bubbles or dissolved gasses that are discharged
from an opening in the seafloor. Seeps fluid are stored at depth below the seafloor
sources and have risen through permeable fracture networks to the seafloor.
Specular Reflection Where energy (all acoustic in the case of this project) is
directly reflected back off a surface . Specular Reflections result in a minimal loss of
energy.
xi
Swath The across-track distance of the base of echograms triangles surveyed using a
multibeam echosounder.
Zenith The direction pointing directly above a particular location.
xii
Acronyms
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Exchange. A file format that has
used for storing point data.
bsl Below Sea Level. Normally referred to as a distance measured below at sea level
(at 0).
BSR A seismic-wave reflection from the boundary between overlying clathrate (gas
hydrate) and underlying gas-saturated sediments.
CTD Conductivity, Temperature, Depth. An instrument that is lowered through
the water column from a ship to take measurements of conductivity, temperature and
depth.
DAS Data Acquisition System. Data collected by scientific instrumentation during
sea voyages was transferred to the DAS.
DTIS Deep Towed Imaging System. An underwater camera that is lowered from a
ship by a cable, equipped with cameras to record video footage and photographs.
GNS GNS Science.
NIWA The National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research.
OFOP Ocean Floor Observation Protocol. A software on a computer connected
to the camera and the ship’s DAS. The software allows a user to note video times of
interest.
RV Research Vessel. Niwa’s main research vessel is named the RV Tangaroa.
Sv Surface Volume Strength. The mean signal strength of multiple acoustic echoes
returned from a volume of contantained objects. Sv is recorded using singlebeam
echosounders.
xiii
SIS Seafloor Information System. the real time software application used on board
the RV Tangaroa for multibeam data acquisition.
TAN RV Tangaroa Voyage. The prefix ’TAN’ is used as a naming convention when
referring to specific NIWA voyage aboard the RV Tangaroa. The suffix of all voyage
names are numbered by the year and the voyage number. For example, TAN1505 is
the 5th voyage of the year 2015 aboard the RV Tangaora.
TS Target Strength. A measure of the reflection coefficient of a sonar target. TS
values are acquired when an object is acoustically sampled with an echosounder.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Methane is a particularly potent greenhouse gas, contributing 3.7 times the global
warming potential of carbon dioxide per mole in the atmosphere (Lashof and Ahuja,
1990). Methane is generated as a bi-product of many naturally occurring organic
processes and is globally stored in large quantities below the seafloor. Models devised
by Buffett and Archer (2004) predict that globally buried methane quantities amount
to 3× 106 Tg of carbon stored as frozen methane clathrate and 1.8× 106 Tg of carbon
stored as free gas. Due to its biological origin, the spatial distribution of buried methane
reserves are highly varied across the Earth.
In some globally documented cases (e.g. Suess (2010); Judd and Hovland (2007); Kven-
volden et al. (2001)), buried methane has been allowed to rise to the seafloor and escape
into the water column as seeps. These occur as either diffusive releases of dissolved
methane or as plumes of ensuing bubbles originating from localised seafloor openings.
In some locations, seeps have been observed to transport undissolved methane through
the entire extent of the water column e.g. the Arctic Shelf (Shakhova et al., 2010),
Coastal Southern California (Mau et al., 2007), UK Continental shelf (Judd et al.,
1997) and Black Sea (Schmale et al., 2005). Studies have shown that seeps such as
these are capable of emitting methane directly into the atmosphere (Shakhova et al.,
2010; Mau et al., 2007).
There is potential for very large global fluxes of methane to be released into the at-
mosphere from submarine seeps (Clark et al., 2000). However, predictions of seep-
generated atmospheric methane are very poorly constrained as a result of the high
spatial variability and poor data coverage of methane reserves that are able to escape
through the seafloor. Previous approximations of the net production of global at-
mospheric methane attributed to seeps along continental shelves have been estimated
using models of hydrocarbon reservoir depletion, migration rates and rate of removal
by oxidation and measured outputs of prolific seep sites (Trotsyuk and Avilov, 1988;
Lacroix, 1993; Hornafius et al., 1999; Ehhalt and Schmidt, 1978; Hovland et al., 1993).
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1.2 Greenhouse capacity of seep-emitted methane
More recent calculations made by Judd et al. (2002) estimate a range of seep generated
global atmospheric methane to be between 0.4 and 48 Tg/yr. Large spatial extrapola-
tions of localised seep occurrences have been the primary cause for uncertainty in these
methods. Further difficulties arise from ephemeral time scales that flare activity varies
over. For these reasons, the (most likely considerable) quantity of seep-generated atmo-
spheric methane has not been included in previous United Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change Assessment Reports.
1.2 Greenhouse capacity of seep-emitted methane
Atmospheric methane has a comparatively short residence time (approximately 8-10
years (Steudler et al., 1989) in comparison to other greenhouse gasses. However,
gaseous methane is able to effectively trap radiation directly by forming tropospheric
ozone. These effects continue as methane is later oxidised to H2O, which contributes
to a stratospheric water vapour layer (Rosenlof et al., 2001). Due to these lasting ra-
diation trapping capabilities, methane has been recorded to warm the Earth 23 times
more than CO2 when averaged over 100 years (Ramaswamy et al., 2001).
In the case of seep-emitted atmospheric methane, the vast majority of gas release across
the water-atmospheric boundary occurs as a result of direct transfer from rising bub-
bles rather than from dissolved methane (Mau et al., 2007; Clark et al., 2000). To
investigate these differences, research has been carried out by Clark et al. (2000) on at-
mospheric emissions over the Coal Oil Points Seeps, which offers an exemplary case of
ocean-atmospheric transfer of methane. Results concluded that atmospheric methane
flux measurements above the seep field were approximately equal to the calculated
direct emission rate expected from surfacing bursting bubbles. Conversely, transfer
of dissolved methane from the ocean to the atmosphere only contributed 1.4% of the
total emissions over the 280 km2 study area. Hence, most of this methane appears
to be oxidised by microbes in the shallow water or mixed deeper in the water col-
umn where it is subsequently oxidised (Mau et al., 2007). Since undissolved methane
bubbles comparatively transfer much larger proportions of methane to the atmosphere
than dissolved methane, this thesis has focused mainly on analysing the bubbles that
constitute submarine seeps.
It is possible that resultant global warming effects caused by increased atmospheric
methane could then create a positive feedback loop to further increase the methane-
output of seeps. As increasing sub-bottom temperature gradients acts to destabilise
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methane hydrates, a greater amount of free-gas will become readily available to es-
cape through to the seafloor. The number of seeps able to contribute methane to the
atmopshere then further increases as a result (Pecher et al., 2005). The prospect of
a feedback loop implies that estimates of seep emissions are subject to change, and
currently are likely to be increasing. Due to large uncertainties associated with current
global seep-emission predictions, there is no indication of the rate at which emissions
may be accelerating due to a potential feedback loop.
1.3 Identifying evidence of seeps
Recent advancement in water-column imaging technology have dramatically increased
the rate of discovery of submarine seeps (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2007; Klaucke
et al., 2010; Nakamura et al., 2015; Dupré et al., 2015). Seeps are evidence of originally
buried subterranean fluids breaching the sea floor through localised seafloor openings
and transmitting into the water column (Suess, 2010). Seeps are constituted by ag-
gregations of rising bubbles and dissolved fluid. Observations of seeps (both terrestrial
and submarine) have been globally noted (e.g. Suess (2010); Judd and Hovland (2007);
Kvenvolden et al. (2001)); however very little is known about the timescales over which
they are continually active or the fluid fluxes attributed to individual seeps.
Seeps can be identified hydroacoustically from the echoed bubble returns, geochemically
by the raised concentration of ensuing gas (Faure et al., 2010) or from evidence of
resultant environmental features that include chemosynthetic biological communities,
development of carbonate hard grounds, pockmark depressions and mud volcanism (see
Judd and Hovland, 2007, and references therein). Global observations exhibit seeps
in a range of oceanographic environments spanning near-shore, continental shelf, and
deep ocean (Judd et al., 2002).
1.3.1 Sonar profiling
Acoustic recordings from the water column, collected using sonar echosounders can
be used to construct profiles of rising seep bubbles (viewed as flares, e.g. Figure 1.1).
These data represent the backscattered energy of bodies in the water column, where the
delay time and proportion of energy of the returned signal is indicative of the position
and density contrast of each body to the surrounding sea water, respectively. In the
case of areas, methane bubbles can be distinguished by their acoustic returns that
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range between approximately -70 and 25 dB (Figure 1.1). When surveying seeps with
an echosounder, rising bubbles are multiply resampled with successive sonar pulses
(termed ‘pings’) throughout their rise path. Recordings such as in Figure 1.1 show the
rise history of the same bubbles over a time window that depends on the travel speed
of the ship. Sonar echosounders used for such surveys are either multibeam or single
beam echousounders.
Figure 1.1: EM302 Multibeam data showing echoed returns of submarine seep bubbles
located along the upper Hikurangi Margin. [A] shows data that are unfiltered by the
strength acoustic returns. [B] shows the same acoustic data that have been filtered
between -70 and -25 dB to feature seep bubbles.
Multibeam Echosounders
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Multibeam echosounders are equipped with an array of receivers angled across-track
that record the echoed acoustic signal of each emitted ping. The delay times for
echoes to return to each receiver is processed to produce a visual representation of an
across-track triangular view of the water column (Figure 2.2). These 2-dimensional
water-column representations are coloured by the amplitude of the echoed energy and
termed ‘echograms’. In Figure 1.1 these have been stacked horizontally to produce a
curtain view of the water column. This instrumentation is very useful for surveying
large areas of flares.
Singlebeam Echosounders
Singlebeam echsounders only recorded echoes using a single receiver, which produces
a much smaller acoustic ‘footprint’ for recording water-column data. The advantage
of restricting the system to a single receiver is that the returned backscattering cross-
section can be used to calculate the radius of spherical objects in the water column
(detailed in Section 2.7). In order to measure objects that are relatively small in
comparison to the beam footprint (e.g. the radius of seep bubbles), the echosounder
must be precisely calibrated. This is usually ground-truthed with a copper sphere of
known radius positioned within the beam footprint of the echosounder. The returned
backscatter cross-section is compensated until the returned signal strength equates to
true size of the sphere. This is useful for measuring a range of bubble radii that are
insonified by particular acoustic frequencies.
1.3.2 Environmental features
Potential seep sites can also be identified by the biological communities that survive on
the fluid supply (Gibson et al., 2005). Anaerobic methane (as well as other seep fluid
compositions) oxidation facilitates the formation of carbonates that sustains symbiotic
bacteria, which are the nutritional foundation of these complex ecosystems. The ob-
servable megafauna of these ecosystems can consist of bivalves (mytilids, vesicomyids,
lucinids and thyasirids according to Campbell et al. (2008)) and vestimentiferan tube
worms, with pogonophorans, cladorhizid sponges, gastropods and sometimes shrimp
(Gibson et al., 2005).
Characteristics of the faunal communities can be used to infer the productivity of fluid
venting. The extent of these biological communities is proportional to the duration
of past activity and whether they are living at the time of observation resolves if gas
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emissions are continuing or have since ceased. The species of fauna are also inherent
of the chemical composition of the seep fluids (Bohrmann et al., 1998; Greinert et al.,
2001).
Pockmarks form where seep fluids discharge through seafloor sediments rapidly enough
to make them quick (i.e. liquefied), and are common where gas is present in near-
seafloor sediments (Cathles et al., 2010). As new seeps form by creating subsurface
chimneys, the initial upwards propagation of free gas acts like a piston to also displace
water entrained in loose sediments. The flow of water causes sediments near the seafloor
to become quick in the sense that grain-to-grain contact is lost and the grains are
suspended dynamically by the upward flow. The quickened sediment is then removed
by ocean-bottom currents, and a pockmark depression is left behind. Observed cases
have varied in size and shape from 25 to 250 m in diameter and from 0.5 to 15 m in
depth (Hasiotis et al., 1996; King and MacLean, 1970).
Mud volcanoes are similarly generated by the upward transfer of sediment through fluid
migration. These features are structurally maintained by periodic expulsion of fluids
(Guliyev et al., 1996), that build layered cones of mud breccia. These vary greatly in
size and size with some up covering 100 km2 to others that span only a few tens of
square metres (Dimitrov, 2002).
1.4 Mechanisms of gas passage to the atmosphere
For the majority of documented seeps, negligible amounts of gas are transferred via
seeps to the atmosphere (McGinnis et al., 2006). Conversely, cases of surface waters
with methane in excess of equilibrium with the atmosphere have been reported in
shallow locations within close proximity of seeps (Judd et al., 2002). Atmospheric
emissions from seeps have been documented over the Arctic Shelf (Shakhova et al.,
2010), Coastal Southern California (Mau et al., 2007), UK Continental shelf (Judd
et al., 1997) and Black Sea (Schmale et al., 2005).
In addition to seeps being situated at shallow depths, the probability that seep bubbles
will survive the ascent though the water column is dependent upon bubble size, bubble
rise velocity, the presence of surfactants on the bubble surface (Judd et al., 1997;
Leifer and Patro, 2002) and the number of proximal bubbles and ambient methane
levels. As bubbles rise, the contained gaseous methane remains in contact with seawater
and rapidly outflows, resulting in bubble dissolution. This removal causes a decrease
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in bubble size far more rapidly than the expansion that results from a decrease in
pressure at shallower water depths (Rehder et al., 2009). Bubble-size reduction then
subsequently cubically decreases the rate of gas that is dissociated from the bubble
(MacDonald, 2002).
As for the presence of surfactants, increasing the concentration will effectively reduce
the permeability across the liquid-gas interface so that diffusion is slowed (Hanwright
et al., 2005). The uneven distribution of surfactants around the bubbles surface will also
drastically decrease the bubbles rise velocity, a phenomenon known as the Marangoni
effect. Decreased rise rates occur as a result of tangential shear stresses due to an in-
creasing variation in surface tensions that opposes the rising forces of bubbles (Takagi
and Matsumoto, 2011). However, the net result is still for the bubble to have increased
preservation through higher elevations with a greater concentration of surfactants (Fd-
hila and Duineveld, 1996). As the diffusion rate is proportional to the square-root
of water-exposure time (Duda and Vrentas, 1969), increased bubble velocity (propor-
tional to the physical water conditions, gas properties and number of rising bubbles)
will increase the probability that seep bubbles will reach the surface. Bubbles rising en
masse will create upwelling fluid flows that aid the advecting movement of all bubbles
contained within close proximity. Finally, the ambient levels of CH4 in the water will
influence the dissolution gradient across the liquid-gas interface. Rehder et al. (2009)
show that higher concentrations of dissolved methane will prolong the life of proximal
bubbles.
1.5 Seep potential of the Hikurangi Margin
It is to be expected from the structural composition of the Hikurangi Margin, that
the margin accommodates a laterally continuous population of seeps. The 25 Myr old
convergent plate boundary (Barnes et al., 2010) is situtated at the southern end of
the Tonga-Kermadec-Hikurangi subduction zone and extends south until it intersects
the terrestrial trace of the Alpine Fault. The active margin has formed in response
to the westward subduction of the bathymetrically elevated oceanic Hikurangi Plateau
(Pacific Plate) beneath the overriding Australian Plate. The nearest 100km of Pacific
Plate that approaches the boundary dips gently at an angle of 3◦ to horizontal (Barnes
et al., 2010) before steepening and subducting (Davey et al., 1986b; Henrys et al., 2006;
Barker et al., 2009) beneath the North Island at rate of 40-50 mm/yr.
The margin exhibits evidence of spatially varied evolution and activity (Lewis and
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Pettinga, 1993; Collot et al., 1996; Field and Uruski, 1997; Barnes et al., 2002). For
the central part of the margin where seeps have been previously documented (Figure
1.5), there exists an imbricated thrust wedge dominated by accretion (Davey et al.,
1986a; Lewis and Pettinga, 1993; Collot et al., 1996). The wedge consists of eroded
Plio-Pleistocene trench sediments from the Hikurangi Trough (Barnes et al., 2010).
These sediments form margin-parallel ridges and basins on the lower and upper slope.
The higher elevated subdivision of the margin (Figure 1.2) is alternatively formed from
a deforming backstop of late Cretaceous and Palaeogenic passive margin sediments
that predate subduction (Barnes et al., 2010).
The origin of vent fluid generation and transportation is attributed to the dewatering
of the lower subducting plateau (Figure 1.3). Fluids contained in saturated trench
sediments entering the accretionary wedge are expelled from the Pacifc Plate in the
changing stress regime (e.g. Davis et al. (1983). A first order estimate of 24 m3 of fluid
per meter of strike length per year is injected into the margin from the Pacific Plate
(Townend, 1997). More than 80% of this has been attributed to compaction, with an
additional 3 m3 per metre of strike length per annum released by smectite dehydration.
Proximal to the dehydrating plate, hydrocarbon generation may occur from organic
matter (Figure 1.3) subject to high compressional stress and rapid burial and heating
(Bangs et al., 1990; Vrolijk, 1990).
Clear spatial relationships between seeps and major seaward-vergent thrust faults sug-
gest that transportation of fluids from deeper sources to the near surface is likely via
permeable thrust faults and fractures (Barnes et al., 2010). Buoyant free gas that exists
below imaged bottom simulating reflections (BSRs) is able to migrate through conduits
of these sort in cases where impermeable hydrate layers are structurally compromised
in tectonic displacement events. Conduits are likely to accommodate the majority of
free gas movement in the system as fracture networks offer a path of least resistance
over less-permeable stratigraphic pathways (Tryon et al., 2002).
Seep observations in combination with structural knowledge of the margin suggest deep
fluid is transported towards the outer (western) edge of the deforming Cretaceous and
Paleogene inner foundation rocks. Here in the deforming backstop, methane clathrates
are unstable due to the disruption caused by faults that progressively steepen further
westwards. As faults reach higher gradients, they are more likely dilated (Lewis and
Marshall, 1996), allowing larger fluxes of fluid to be more steadily transported upwards
through them (Lewis and Marshall, 1996).
Faulting and fracturing similarly aid the redistribution of fluid reserves stored at near
-surface depths, which have in some cases migrated to the surface and expelled as
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Figure 1.2: Tectonic setting of the Hikurangi Margin. Modified from Barnes et al.
(2010) in Wallace et al. (2009). [A] Bathymetry (NIWA) and topography, where ac-
tive faults are also displayed as black lines. The bold white dashed line illustrates
the boundary between the accretionary wedge and the deforming buttress of Creta-
ceous and Paleogene rocks covered by Miocene to recent slope basins. The line A-A’
denotes the cross-section location in [D]. [D] illustrates the relative motions between
the Australian plate and subducting Pacific Plate for the region. [B] and [C] display
successively further extended views of the regional tectonic setting.
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Figure 1.3: Diagrammatic cross section of the Hikurangi Margin from Lewis and Mar-
shall (1996) illustrating the generation of fluids (based on Moore and Vrolijk (1992)).
Pore water is lost from the subducting Pacific Plate, which may escape through per-
meable seafloor breaches (stars) or contained below an impermeable seal of methane
of methane clathrates (marked by asterisks). Fluid escapes (arrows) occur at higher
elevations when this seal is breached by faulting.
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seeps. Seismic profiles (conducted on the RV Tangaroa) recorded over active seep sites
(Figure 1.4) display evidence that lighter hydrocarbon gasses are supplied to seafloor
vents via near vertical pathways of advecting gas (Crutchley et al., 2010). These are
identified as subterranean chimneys of high reflectivity where the soft sediment has
been fractured by over-pressured gas (Lee and Collett, 2001).
Figure 1.4: Seismic profile of a subterranean gas chimney in the centre of Uruti Ridge
from Mountjoy (2015b). Gas-altered sediment can be seen as a blanked zone that
extends upwards through stratigraphic layers.
The formation and maintenance of permeable fluid pathways are a primary control on
the ephemeral time scales that seep intensity appears to vary over. As the permeability
of rocks and fault zones is at least one-million times more variable than fluid pressures
in convergent margins (Lewis and Marshall, 1996), these times scales are extremely
difficult to predict.
1.6 Evidence of seeps along the Hikurangi Margin
The Hikurangi Subduction margin has been the focus of many research developments
involving hydrocarbon seeps (Greinert et al., 2010; Lewis and Marshall, 1996) and
have resolved distinct areas of concentrated seepage. These sites have been named:
Rock Garden, Ritchie Ridge, Omakere Ridge, Uruti Ridde and Opouawe Bank (Figure
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Figure 1.5: Multibeam bathymetry data from parts of the Hikurangi Margin, collected
during TAN0607, TAN0616 and SO191. Distinct fields of documented seep activity
have been outlined with black boxes. More localised seepage areas have additionally
been labelled with white dots (Greinert et al., 2010; Lewis and Marshall, 1996).
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1.5). All of these seepage locations exist along the densely thrusted accretionary wedge
(Barnes et al., 2010).
Seeps along the margin align with seaward vergent thrust faults surfacing within a
depth window of 700-1200 m below sea level (bsl) (Greinert et al., 2010). The vertical
extent of these seeps can be assessed from their acoustic profiles acquired from sin-
glebeam and multibeam water-column data. Previous recordings have shown that the
concentration of constituting bubbles gradually decreases upwards from the seafloor,
with detectable traces still recorded up to approximately 300 m above sea floor (Grein-
ert et al., 2010).
Widely varying sizes of chemotropic ecosystem indicate varied past seep activity. Some
sites exhibited densely compacted carbonate cementation, where a few had formed 50
m high knoll structures (Greinert et al., 2010). The presence of carbonate mounds
indicates seep activity over thousands of years (Berndt et al., 2014; Liebetrau et al.,
2010). Other seep sites record observations of very large areas paved with clam shells
and tube worms. Thriving areas such as these indicate strong and long lasting activity
prior to these voyages (Greinert et al., 2010). Other sites displayed similar biological
signatures without active seepage, suggesting a dormancy period over an ephemerally
active timescale, analogous to other globally active seeps. In other cases, similarly large
areas of fauna were found to be deceased, indicating that sites had become extinct
completely (Greinert et al., 2010).
The observed species of fauna that inhabit these chemoherm complexes are recorded to
grow in response to methane, with a select few sites showing evidence of fauna that grow
in response to sulphide (Bohrmann et al., 1998; Greinert et al., 2001). The presence
of methane is also confirmed by sightings of fist-sized chunks of solid gas hydrate in
dredges from the TAN0616 voyage and (Greinert et al., 2010) and isotopic anaylsis
of seep gas composition (providing a methane/ethane ratio of 48) and a proximally
located core gas compostion (providing a methane/ethane ratio of 12000) (Kvenvolden
and Pettinga, 1989).
Acoustic profiles display the backscattered energy of bodies in the water column (see
Figure 1.1). The position and density contrasts to the surrounding water of these bodies
are obtained from the delay time and proportion of energy of the returned acoustic
signal, respectively. In the case of seeps, methane bubbles can be distinguished by
an acoustic return that ranges between ∼ -70 and -26 dB. Bubbles were repeatedly
sampled by successive pings throughout their rise path. Recordings such as in Figure
1.1 show the rise history of the same bubbles over time, which produces a flare shaped
image of the seeps.
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1.7 Recent discovery of densely populated seeps
along the Hikurangi Margin
The TAN1404 research voyage undertaken by NIWA in July 2014 discovered a concen-
trated area of uncharacteristically shallow (150-300 m bsl) seeps situated on the raised
continental slope of the Northern Hikurangi Margin (Figure 1.6). These are situated
at elevations much higher than seeps that have been previously documented along the
margin (Greinert et al. (2010), also see Figure 1.6). Acoustic profiles show evidence
that these seeps are producing bubbles capable of rising the entire vertical extent of
the water column (e.g. Figure 1.1).
Two subsequent voyages, TAN1505 and TAN1508 then took place in June and July
of 2015 to gain further coverage of the seeps with a range of specialised water column
analysis instrumentation. I was able to participate in these voyages and assist in
collecting a wide coverage of data over the prospective seep sites. Surveys that took
place recorded evidence of seeps, numbering in the order of a few hundred, situated
within a ∼ 50 km2 area. Acoustic profiles confirm that a large number of these are
seeps that similarly extend the height of the water column.
Similar to the rest of the margin, fauna indicative of methane production were observed
in underwater camera footage. These fauna are varied, with a few cases of small
(∼ 50 cm radius) carbonate precipitate deposits.
The large number of seeps that appear to reach sea level suggest that a considerable
quantity of methane is being released into the atmosphere. Since these acoustic ob-
servations are made over a short instance in comparison to the ephemeral timescales
that seep intensity varies over. Presumably these seeps are intermittently releasing
methane into the atmosphere. Atmospheric emissions are likely to occur during high
flux intervals at the base of the seep, which prolongs bubble survival, increasing the
chance of undissolved methane reaching the surface.
Until the finding of these shallow seeps it had been believed that there were no atmo-
spheric gas emissions that could be attributed to seeps along the Hikurangi Margin.
The rising bubbles of the deeper, previously documented seeps are completely lost due
to either dissolution in the surrounding water (following parameters stated Section 1.4)
or consumption by proximal chemotrophic organisms (Allison et al., 2008).
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New observations of the concentrated region of seeps indicate that the fluid output of
Hikurangi Margin seep field may be comparable to other globally renowned seep fields
(Suess, 2010; Judd and Hovland, 2007; Kvenvolden et al., 2001). As only a few seep
field of this capacity have been discovered, new information gathered from this seep
fields may be useful in improving global seep model predictions.
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Figure 1.6: Map of previously discovered seep field sites (red dots) as well as a newly
discovered area of shallow seeps from Mountjoy (2015a)
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1.8 Objectives of this thesis
In order to better constrain the large uncertainty associated with seep output mea-
surements, this thesis focuses on developing improved computational techniques for
evaluating seep features. We have focused these techniques towards mapping seep lo-
cations, assessing the preservation of undissolved seep fluids and quantifying the initial
flux of ensuing seep bubbles. We have then applied these techniques to the recently
discovered densely-populated seep field along the upper rise of the Northern Hikurangi
Margin (see Section 1.7). This seep field was discovered in April 2014 and resurveyed in
July 2015 to provide excellent data coverage of seeps from a range of instrumentation.
By combining newly developed techniques with the data set, we will be able to make
approximations as to the regional seep outputs along the Hikurangi Margin. These
results will contribute to the understanding of global seep fields and their outputs.
Whilst developing and applying these techniques (explained herein), we have aimed to
make them generally applicable, so that they can be reapplied to other global seeps.
Produce regional seep-field maps
The spatial distribution and total seep count of a seep field will be evaluated using
summed-echo intensity maps. We will map the locations of all flares within a survey
region and assess the scale of fluid release across the seep field. We will also use this
information to locate regions where flares are most concentrated, which can be used
as an indicator for seeps that are likely transporting methane to the atmosphere (for
reasons detailed in Section 1.4).
Evaluate localised flare depletion
We will then apply similar echo-summation techniques to a single seep in order to
assess the preservation of seep bubbles at shallower water depths. The preservation of
methane in rising seep bubbles is poorly understood as bubbles are produced ephemer-
ally and rise chaotically. We will make first order approximations by combining acousti-
cally imaged rising bubbles with models of methane dissolution. These approximations
will be minimum estimates of the proportion of seafloor methane output that is poten-
tially reaching the atmosphere.
Quantify methane flux from submarine seeps
A recently released fluid flow-rate calculator (Veloso et al., 2015) will be applied to
acoustically image seeps in order to calculate the flux of undissolved methane that
is emitted at the seafloor. The calculator resolves gaseous seep discharge in mL/min
based on singlebeam flare profiles, bubbles-size distributions and bubble-rise rates.
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To refine the flux estimates from the calculator we have developed photogrammetric
tools for estimating the size and rise velocity of bubbles. These can be applied to
underwater video footage at the base of the seep to measure bubble parameters in
the camera’s field of view. The photogrammetric techniques are accurate in compari-
son to previous methods of measuring bubble dimensions, which allow us to compare
observations to predicted bubble behaviour in theoretical models.
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2.1 Data acquisition methods
Flares were acoustically imaged in the water column during three research voyages
aboard RV Tangaroa using an EM302 Multibeam Echosounder System and an EK60
Singlebeam echosounder. The first of the three voyages (TAN1404) took place in July
2014 and saw the opportunistic discovery of a dense field of seeps in shallow (<250
m depth) water. Other, more sparsely distributed flares were also imaged using the
EM302 system whilst conducting regional studies in the area during this voyage.
The TAN1505 voyage was then conducted in June 2015 with the specific purpose of
collecting data on the physical and chemical features of a representative proportion of
the seeps. EM302 Multibeam and EK60 Singlebeam acoustic datasets were collected
concurrently over areas of seepage that had been identified during the TAN1404 voyage.
Localized zones of prominent seepage that were discovered during acoustic data acqui-
sition were then resurveyed using a conductivity, temperature, depth (CTD) profiler
and a Deep Towed Imaging System (DTIS).
More EM302 multibeam data were collected over the region one month later during
the latest of the three voyages, ‘TAN1508’.
EM302 Multibeam Data
Multibeam data was collected over seeps using a Kongsberg Simrad EM302 multibeam
echosounder, hull mounted on the RV Tangaroa. This operates at a frequency of
30 kHz with an angular sector of 140◦, across track coverage of 3–5 times water depth
(depending on depth and mode) and a maximum ping rate of 10 Hz. The system applies
beam focusing to both transmited and received beams in order to obtain maximum
resolution. Dynamic focusing was applied to all received beams. The transmitted
beams are electronically stabilised for roll, pitch and yaw, while the received beams
are stabilised for roll movements. Seafloor Information System (SIS) was the real time
software application used on board the vessel for multibeam data acquisition.
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EK60 Singlebeam Data
Split-beam data were acquired using five Simrad EK60s echosounders operating at
18, 38, 70, 120 and 200 kHz, with a beam-width of 12 degrees for the 18 kHz and 7
degrees for the others. Flare data are selected and saved using a Matlab programme
‘Echo Analysis’. This is conventionally used for fisheries research at NIWA and has
been modified by Yoann Ladroit to accommodate for viewing and saving acoustic flare
profiles.
CTD Profiles
The presence and concentration of dissolved methane was analysed using vertical chem-
ical profiles, sampled by a CTD on its rise through the water column. These profiles
were collected at seven selected seep sites and three other stations within the survey
area.
Samples were collected in 250 ml serum bottles from the CTD Niskin bottles and
analysed using the nitrogen headspace technique with flame ionization detection (FID-
GC). At selected depths, samples were also collected for methane 13C-isotope analysis
at NIWA’s Greta Point office, and for alkalinity and dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC)
analysis at NIWA’s Otago office.
DTIS Camera Footage
The DTIS is towed approximately 2 m above the sea floor at 0.6 knots and is attached
to the ship from a standard CTD cable. The system uses a Canon 10 megapixel
digital SLR camera with a 24 mm lens to capture still images every 15 s, and a Sony
1080P camcorder to capture high-definition colour video. Both the still camera and
camcorder have a pair of lasers attached 200 mm apart to enable scaling. During each
DTIS transect, observations of seafloor organisms and habitat were recorded using
Ocean Floor Observation Protocol (OFOP) software on a computer connected to the
camera vehicle and the ship’s data acquisition system (DAS). After each transect, the
camera was brought back on board and data were downloaded.
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Figure 2.1: Workflow displaying the ordering of computational techniques for analysing
flares using summed intensity maps.
2.2 Water-column summed intensity maps
We used multibeam backscatter data to locate and analyse the reflective characteristics
of submarine gas seeps. To do this efficiently, we have designed a workflow that employs
tools from multiple software packages (outlined in Figure 2.1) to generate summed
intensity maps for the water column using different vertical integration methods. These
effectively highlight regions of higher acoustic impedance (i.e. seep bubble plumes) in
contrast with the surrounding water. This information is useful for comparing relative
backscatter intensities between seeps, assessing bubble preservation in the water column
and identifying the most prominent seeps.
To compute these maps, each program uses the amplitude values of reflective points in
the water column that are present in multibeam echograms (Figure 2.2). These points
are initially filtered by amplitude, so that only reflectors with a sea-water density
contrast in the range of undissolved methane remain for calculations. The remaining
points are likely indicative of methane bubbles, buoyancy bladders of fish (Barr and
Coombs, 2005; Urick, 1967) (which will both be termed ‘gaseous bodies’ in this thesis)
and echoes from the seafloor.
In order to isolate data that are indicative of gaseous bodies in the water column,
the sea-floor echoes must be discarded prior to the integration calculations. Arcs of
high-amplitude reflectivity are generated from sound fronts echoing off relief features
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Figure 2.2: Unlabelled (left) and labelled (right) polar echograms for a single ping from
the TAN1404 voyage. The echograms are coloured by the received signal strength that
is returned from parts of the water column within a 2-dimensional across-track slice.
High intensity shades of green to yellow at the bottom of the echogram represent sea-
floor sediments. Lighter coloured arc-shaped blue regions (highlighted by the broken
black lines) directly above the seafloor are side lobe echoes from the adjacent seafloor.
The highly-reflective side lobes conceal other reflections (e.g. from bubbles) in the
spatial zones that they cover. Above the side lobes are three distinct bubble trails that
have been labelled as flares. The two lateral flares appear to extend outside of the
beam coverage. The lighter coloured background reflectivity that extends up to the
white dotted line is known as a ‘deep scattering layer’ (Medwin and Clay, 1998).
on the adjacent seafloor. These echoes arrive subsequent to the first arriving seafloor
reflection resulting in multiple ‘side-lobes’ (Chadwick et al., 2014) in both lower corners
of echograms (Figure 2.2). Any water column reflections in the region occupied by
these side lobes are therefore concealed. To account for these masking effects, we have
suppressed the side lobes using different methods in each of the software packages we
used.
After suppressing the side lobes, points are then spatially restricted to a desired volume
using different methods in each software. Following this, the intensity values of all
remaining points within the volume are then vertically summed to produce maps that
display signatures of active seepage.
2.3 Sonarscope
Water column processing tools available in SonarScope were employed to identify seep
locations over the entire survey area. This software has the largest capacity of the three
that are used for handling multiple track datasets and integrating them into combined
calculations. For this reason, SonarScope has been used to produce regional intensity
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maps, which have been used primarily for finding and counting seeps. Collaboration
with Jean-Marie Augustin (developer of the SonarScope Software) also assisted in refin-
ing the methods and parametrizations in Sonarsope to produce maps of high precision
and minimal noise.
For this project, the side lobe echoes are filtered using a ‘side-lobe compensation’
tool. This function calculates a mean amplitude for subdivisions of each echogram to
construct a mean-intensity function across the echogram’s entire extent. The mean
function is then subtracted from the original intensity values so that only localised
data anomalies (primarily gaseous bodies) remain above the sea floor. Once the data
have been cleaned in this way, intensity data from echograms for selected lines are then
summed between upper and lower vertical limits (specified as percentage values of the
echogram heights). The resulting mosaic of vertically summed intensity can then be
draped onto the bathymetry that was recorded for the lines to observe where seepage
occurs.
Compensation curves were produced for post-processed data cleaning as a method of
reducing the high-amplitude impact of specular reflections. Reflections received from
the nadir to the ship have lost minimal energy due to scattering. When vertically
summing reflective intensity values, specular reflections are obvious as a comparatively
high-amplitude band along the centre of the ship’s track. To reduce the amplitude of
specular reflections, mathematical trends are produced for lines with no evidence of
active venting to acquire mean across-track summed intensity curves of the ambient
water column. These curves capture the large proportion of summed energy at the
nadir. Subtracting these data curves from the amplitude data of all lines constituting
a summed-intensity mosaic effectively filters the specular anomalies. All distinct high
intensity zones that remain after successful filtering can then be assumed as seep indi-
cators. This filtering allows for seeps situated nadir to a multibeam echosounder to be
easily more identified.
It is important to note that the number of seep indicators displayed in the summed
surfaces represent a minimum estimate of the total seep count in the surveyed region.
When mapping seeps during TAN1505, the average spacing between lines was 50% of
the base length of the echogram coverage. Figure 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate the geometry of
the section of water column and bathymetry imaged by pings of 50% spacing. Whilst
the entire swath of the bathymetry is covered, only 70% of the rectangular area in
Figure 2.4 is imaged (due to the space outside of the ping range and the masking
effect of sidelobe echoes). Of the proportion of the imaged water column, most of the
coverage occurs in the deeper part of the total depth range. Partial coverage means
that many active seeps present along the swath may have only been partially imaged,
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or were undetected. Partial segments of flares captured in echograms will be relatively
lower in summed intensity in comparison to wholly image flares. This may result in
partially imaged seeps being unnoticeable and easily removed if intensity surfaces are
filtered by amplitude. In the final seep count, partially imaged and undetected flares
in the un-imaged water column are not included, resulting in an underestimated total
number.
Figure 2.3: Map view of the multibeam coverage for lines of TAN1505 -Box 3 (see
Figure 3.2). Here the coverage is approximately 50% across the width of adjacent
swaths.
Figure 2.4: Echograms from adjacent lines surveyed over TAN1505 -Box 3 (see Figure
3.2). 50% coverage means that only water column data with the blue-coloured area
(outlined with a dashed line) is collected. Any seep activity in the green and white
areas is not imaged.
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Figure 2.5: Plotted point data (coloured by elevation) for flares over the bathymetry
(red grids) of a corner section of the multibeam data displayed in Figure 1.1. Around
the flare data are the side-lobe returns. Side-lobe data vertically sums to create erro-
neous high-amplitude bands along the outside of the ship’s track. Side-lobe summing
effects are particularly apparent on the inside bends of a turning path of the ship, where
the slower movement on the inside of the turn results in a relatively high accumulation
of data points.
2.4 Matlab and Fledermaus
In order to further refine the parameters of the summation technique, we have used
Matlab to write a code (Summed_Intensity_Maps.m, found in Section 6.1) that com-
putes a mosaic of summed values on a single-line scale, similar to the SonarScope
method. This is used to investigate high-amplitude zones on regional maps created in
SonarScope more closely. Different parts of flares may be separately analysed to infer
how much undissolved gas has been imaged at different parts of the water column.
The input files for Summed_Intensity_Maps.m consist of point data with latitude,
longitude, depth bsl, and reflection amplitude. For this study, we organised these data
in this manner from the raw multibeam .all and .wcd files using Fledermaus MidWater
software(FMMidwater), which is an extension of Fledermaus designed for visualising
and processing water-column data. These data are selected from the stacked water-
column view (as in Figure 1.1[A]) , for which the vertical profile boundaries, beam
numbers and amplitude range can all be specified when exporting the point data.
A condition for the Matlab code’s sea-floor identification is that the deepest points
are those that constitute the side-lobe reflections. This condition can be satisfied by
eliminating all high amplitude points below the side-lobes using an adjusted ampli-
tude threshold filter prior to exporting from FMMidwater (as has been done in Figure
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Figure 2.6: Lower bounding surface for vertical summation operations in the Matlab
script. Elevations of upper and lower surfaces of depth windows are measured from
this basal surface.
1.1[B]).
The code works by gridding the data-point cloud into square based columns of a spec-
ified depth range and grid dimension (where smaller spacing will produce a higher-
resolution intensity map, but is computationally slower). The lower extent of the data
cloud is bound by the side-lobe arcing surface (Figure 2.5). When these data are grid-
ded, it is recognised that the lowest point in each column constitutes the underlying
face of the side-lobes (due to the condition stated in the previous paragraph). The
thickness of the layer that constitutes the sound front (y on Figure 2.5) is assumed to
be constant across the data set. The distance y is specified in the code by the user
after observing the point data side-lobe thickness. A surface (Figure 2.6) is created at
a distance y above the lowest points of the data cloud, which acts as a lower bound for
all vertical summations. By calculating intensities above this blanketing surface, side
lobes are rejected from vertical summations.
High-amplitude data that remain above the surface are likely from gaseous bodies. The
amplitudes of these points within each of the grid columns are then summed so that
each grid space has a single summed value. The data are then exported to DMagic (an
extension of Fledermaus) where the mosaic is interpolated and can then be viewed in
Fledermaus.
2.5 Paridgm-GOCAD and OpendTect
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Figure 2.7: A horizon has been generated from multiple picks made on echograms along
a section of a line. These picks (white boxes) are at the top of the uppermost side lobe
energy. In areas where the bathymetry changes rapidly, closer picking increments are
required to adequately sample the surface. A single echogram is displayed part-way
across the line.
The Paridigm SKUA-GOCAD software is conventionally used for the modelling and
interpretation of seismic data sets. The software has the ability to convert ASCII
point data into SEG-Y format, which allows water-column data to be loaded into other
seismic processing and seismic interpretation software. We used OpendTect V5.0.4 to
perform similar vertical summation calculations and display the summed intensities as
seismic attributes. Horizon surfaces were traced and then used as spatial bounds for
the summations.
In order to separate the seafloor reflections and side lobes from the overlying water
column data, a horizon was created along the upper surface of the highest side lobe
(analogous to the blanketing surface in the Matlab method). The horizon is generated
by tracing the side-lobe surface on multiple echograms along a desired section of a line
(as in Figure 2.7).
Once the picked horizon is saved, it is duplicated at staggered elevations (Figure 2.8)
above the original horizon. These staggered horizons are then used as discrete spatial
limits for vertical summation of the data contained between the surfaces. The calcu-
lated summed intensity values for a discrete volume of data can then readily be viewed
as a colour map on the upper or lower horizon to show how the intensity of a flare
changes at different levels in the water column.
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Figure 2.8: The previously generated horizon has been duplicated above the original
surface at a 20m elevation step sizes.
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2.6 Bubble size and position measurements
Determining bubble size and rise rate distributions is integral to calculating the flux at
which undissolved methane is being released by seeps. To ensure that these are calcu-
lated to a high degree of accuracy, measurement techniques involving Canadian Grids
(Wakefield and Genin, 1987) combined with additional geometry (McGovern, 2012)
have been applied to still frames of the DTIS camera footage. All bubble-measurement
calculations (detailed in the following paragraphs) have been fully automated in Matlab
scripts (Section 6.3 - 6.11). These methods relate dimension measured directly on an
image (denoted with lower-case variables and termed ‘image-plane’ measurements) to
those measured in the real space in the camera’s field of view (denoted with upper-case
variable and termed ‘scene’ measurements). Computationally ordered calculations and
user input processes of the Matlab scripts are illustrated in the in the Figure 2.9 flow
diagram.
Canadian Grid Geometry
A Canadian Grid (Figure 2.10) is used as a measuring lattice that extends over a flat
plane across the camera’s entire field of view (Wakefield and Genin, 1987). For the
purpose of measuring bubble dimensions, this plane correlates to the sea floor, which
is assumed to be flat within the field of view of the camera.
The grid operates as a scaling tool for image measurements (referred with lower-case
letters) and scene measurements (referred with upper-case letters) situated on the
seafloor and also functions as a foundation for further geometric calculations in the
water column. A Matlab program has been written so that a Canadian grid is con-
structed for any chosen frame of the DTIS footage (see Section 6.6). The steps for
constructing a Canadian grid for a chosen still frame have been followed from Wake-
field and Genin (1987) (Figure 2.10). In our method for constructing Canadian Grids,
distances between two points are specified with a line above the end-point variables.
Canadian Grid calculations are based on the initial known values of (i) the height of
the camera above the planar surface (ON), (ii) the inclination of the camera’s optical
axis below the horizontal (θ), (iii) the camera’s horizontal and vertical angles of view
(β and α respectively).
For the set-up of DTIS during the TAN1505 voyage, the inclination of the camera (α)
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Figure 2.9: Flow diagram showing the ordering of Matlab scripts used for the calcula-
tion of bubble size and elevation on still video frames. Blue boxes indicate that user
input is required. Black labelled arrows specify automated calculations carried out in
Matlab. Red labelled arrows indicate a choice made by the user.
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Figure 2.10: Diagrams of Canadian Grid geometry. Left: DTIS camera with a Cana-
dian Grid overlain on the field of view. All points in the 3-dimensional scene are
referred to with upper-case letters. Here V denotes the aperture that emits bubbles,
S and T are the respective left and right incident laser points and the bubble at Φ
is situated somewhere along the line OW. Right: The 3-dimensional scene captured
in a 2-dimensional image as in a camera still. The position of the observed points as
located on the image are referenced with lower-case letters. Here the line from the
origin though the bubble is observed as a point w on the image plane.
to the suspending cord was set at 45◦. Considerable effort was focused on maintaining
this as a constant throughout all of the surveys. The ship was kept to a maximum
speed of four knots so that minimal acceleration/deceleration to prevent the camera
from swinging in a lagging motion.
The continuous rolling motion of the boat induced by swell, primarily translated to a
vertical displacement of the camera and did not cause it to tilt on its axis. Any smaller
jolting ship movements were also rarely translated to the camera as it was suspended
from between 200-300 m of wire that absorbed most of the energy before it was able to
disrupt the DTIS. However, to avoid any unnecessary disturbance, the DTIS was not
operated in bad weather conditions.
The horizontal and vertical angles of the camera’s view are calculated from the camera
lens dimensions of the Sony HDRPJ760V. The DTIS has a I/2.88 sensor type wide angle
carl zeiss lens (set to maximum angle). The focal length is 3.8—38 mm, which when
cropped to a 35mm frame equates to 26 – 260mm (16 x 9 aspect ratio). Trigonometric
calculations from the geometry illustrated in Figure 2.11 was used to calculate angles
α and β of 55◦ and 68◦ respectively.
Both of these angles were then corrected for the difference between the refractive index
of air (nair=1.00028) and water (nwater=1.334) (Bashkatov and Genina, 2003)). Eq. 2.1
was used to acquire revised horizontal and vertical angles of 62.8◦ and 46.0◦ respectively.
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Figure 2.11: Side-view of the geometry that light travels from a subject field to a
camera sensor to produce an image. d is measured from the camera lens to the subject
field. The focal length f is measured from the sensor to the lens. s is the sum of d and
f. α (and perpendicular angle β, which is not shown in the figure) is the maximum
angle that light is able to pass through the lens to be captured in the image.
α, βwater = sin−1
(sin(α, βair).nair
nwater
)
(2.1)
Pre-Computational Image Corrections for Camera Height
The elevation of the camera above the seafloor could not be accurately determined from
the instrumentation for all individual frames of the video footage. Instead of constrain-
ing the results to specific frames where elevation data were recorded, the image spacing
of the parallel lasers has been used to derive the camera height. Using laser-spacing
also makes the programme applicable to a wider range of camera instrumentation, as
all measurement techniques will be derived purely from the video footage, without the
need for additional positioning systems. To locate the position of the lasers on the
seafloor for each still frame of a video, the incident beams are identified by colour.
For each chosen still frame of the video, a corresponding red, green, blue (RGB) image
is loaded into the code sequence as an m-by-n-by-3 matrix (where m and n are the
respective horizontal and vertical number of pixels for each image). The colour of each
pixel is determined by the combination of the RGB intensity values (between 0 and
1) stored in each matrix ‘colour’ array at each pixel’s location. Graphics file formats
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store RGB images as 24-bit images, where the red, green, and blue components are 8
bits each.
The position of each incident laser on the unadjusted RGB image frame is located
using the ‘laser detector’ code (Figure 2.12). This code marks pixels in the red-colour
array that have a value over 0.95. Red pixels that are separate from the laser dots are
then rejected by removing any marked pixel that has fewer than 12 other marked pixels
within 6 neighbouring columns. The remaining clusters of pixels are then grouped with
the left or right laser based on their assorted horizontal coordinate positions. Points in
both assemblages are then spatially averaged to acquire central coordinates, locating
each laser.
The observed laser spacing st is used to calculate the distance, LR (Figure 2.10). The
vertical distance from the base (ef) of the horizontal line LR is taken as the mean
vertical position of the lasers (el ' fr). An average of el & fr is used as the vertical-
laser position as slight alignment disparities sometimes arise between the two beams
due to either (i) slight bathymetry gradients (ii) twisting of the camera around the
horizontal axis as a result of the ship making a turn.
The primary steps in creating Canadian grids involve evaluating true distances across
the camera’s field of view (Figure 2.13). The length of LR is first measured using the
pixel distance st as a 20 cm scale as in Eq.2.2
LR = ef ST/st (2.2)
Here, (from Figure 2.10) ef is the horizontal distance across the image plane, ST is the
true laser spacing (20 cm in the case of NIWA’s DTIS) and st is the number of pixel
in the horizontal distance between the two located laser points.
The height of the camera (ON) is then obtained using Eq.2.3
ON = LR sin θ − γ/[2 tan(β/2))] (2.3)
Here, γ is the angle of the laser to the centre of the camera’s field of view (at an angle
θ in Figure 2.15). This is calculated using Eq. 2.4 from the triangle ∠Opj between the
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Figure 2.12: Laser detect module. Top: DTIS image. Bottom: Pixels with a red
component of over 0.95 have been market. These have then been separated between
the left and right laser points. The points s and t denote the left and right laser
respectively in geometric calculations.
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Figure 2.13: Intermediate steps in generating Canadian Grids.
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origin and image plane (Figure 2.15).
γ = tan−1
 ef
2− el/Op
 (2.4)
With the height of the camera acquired, it is then possible to calculate the true length
of the base line (EF) from Eq.2.5
EF = 2OB tan(β/2) (2.5)
Here, the distance from the camera to the base line (OB) is equated using Eq. 2.6.
OB = ON/ sin θ + α/2 (2.6)
Once lines EF and OB have been evaluated, the 3-dimensional scene distances are
related to the perceived image measurements along lr and ef using scaling factors
termed Shj (Eg. 2.7) and Shb (Eq. 2.8) respectively.
Shj = lr/LR (2.7)
Shb = ef/EF (2.8)
The meridian grid lines are then resolved by joining lines EF and OB at equidistant
points (as has been done in Figure 2.13[B]). The chosen horizontal spacing between
joining lines determines the grid-square size of the Canadain Grid.
The spacing between horizontal grid lines decreases with increasing image distance the
baseline (Figure 2.10). The image distance from the base to a horizontal line, (ba) is
evaluated for chosen scene grid intervals (BA) using Eq. 2.9.
ba = bp
1 + tan(θ − arctan(ON/{BA + ON cot(θ + α/2)})
tan(α/2)
 (2.9)
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Figure 2.14: An example Canadian grid of 20cm horizontal and vertical spacing has
been constructed using the automated Matlab program for the Figure 2.12 image.
These steps are carried out in the automated program once the user has specified the
time or frame number of a loaded video. An example outputted grid is displayed in
Figure 2.14.
Bubble rise paths
The radius and elevation above the seafloor of each bubble is calculated using additional
geometry that has been adapted from McGovern (2012) (Figure 2.15). For bubble size
calculations, the critical assumption has been made that all bubbles rise in the plane
that extends vertically up from V and stretches horizontally across the camera’s field
of view. This simplified assumption is made as any movement towards or away-from
the camera as a bubble rises cannot be quantified. Only deviations from a straight
advection pathway occurring across the field of view can be accurately measured. These
distances are later used to predicting the uncertainty of this assumption (Section 2.9).
Locating the point of gas escape
The initial steps for constructing the above-seafloor framework require that the seafloor
aperture (v) be located on the image plane. To satisfy this, the seafloor aperture is
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Figure 2.15: Lateral view of the camera and bubble geometry (altered after McGovern
2012). The horizontal axis shows the seafloor, labelled in the same convention as in
Figure 2.10 (altered after Wakefield and Genin (1987)). The instantaneous position
and angular size of the bubble are labelled Φ and φ respectively.
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manually ‘picked’ in a GUI interface of the selected frame. The pixel coordinates of
the aperture are then stored as a Matlab variable.
Locating bubbles
The surface boundaries for all bubbles in a frame are ‘picked’ in a GUI interface (Figure
2.16) similar to the seafloor aperture. Preliminary measurements and other documen-
tation (Greinert and Nützel, 2004; Leifer and Culling, 2010) of standard submarine
seep bubble-size distributions have confirmed that the majority of bubbles are of a
sufficient volume (between 1.5 mm and 20 mm equivalent-spherical diameter) to as-
sume that seep bubbles are ellipsoidal (Ellingsen and Risso, 2001; Bhaga and Weber,
1981). Ellipsoidal bubbles of this size range oscillate as they ascend through the water
column. Smaller bubbles of diameters ranging from 0.2 mm to 1.5 mm are stable in
the spherical regime and will follow a straight vertical rise path. To best account for
the diversity in bubble proportions, each end of the minor and major axis (s1(x, y)
to s2(x, y) and s3(x, y) to s4(x, y) respectively (Figure 2.17)) is picked for bubbles as
observed in the image plane. The position of the bubble in the image plane (w) is then
determined from the spatial average of the four axis end points.
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Figure 2.16: Left: Picked bubbles of a seep plume on a DTIS still frame. Right:
Zoomed section of the image, where each of the four axes-picks can be seen. In some
cases the trace of the major and minor axes have been drawn on the bubble.
Figure 2.17: An example Canadian Grid of 20 cm horizontal and vertical spacing has
been constructed using the automated Matlab program for the Figure 2.12 image.
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Bubble height
The elevation of a bubble above the seafloor (V Φ) is calculated using the image dis-
tances (i) bv, from the base line to the seafloor aperture (ii) bu, from the base line to
the top of the image, and (iii) bw, from the base line to the bubble centre.
The angles ν and ψ are calculated using Eq. 2.10 and Eq. 2.11 respectively.
ν = pi2 −
(
θ + α2
)
+ bv
bu
.α (2.10)
φ = pi2 −
(
θ + α2
)
+ bw
bu
.α (2.11)
The elevation of a bubble (VΦ) is then calculated from Eq. 2.12.
V Φ =
ON(tanφ− tan ν)
tanφ
(2.12)
Bubble Size
The true dimensions of each bubble are determined by resolving the position of the
bubble along the line wW (See Figure 2.15). The bubble position is then used as
a reference to proportionately scale between the maximum and minimum apparent
theoretical sizes for the cases of the bubble being positioned at W or w respectively.
The maximum theoretical length of the half axes (A1 and A2) are calculated for a bubble
hypothetically positioned at the seafloor. These dimensions are computed directly from
the Canadian Grid lines. The minimum theoretical length of the half axes (a1 and a2)
are alternatively calculated for a bubble hypothetically positioned at the image plane
and measured in pixels.
Figure 2.17 exemplifies a typical bubble that spans the boundaries of multiple grid
spaces. The following procedure was developed to measured bubbles of any size and
orientation.
The maximum axes lengths are first computed by finding the scene positions of each of
the axis end-point (S1, S2, S3, S4). The Y positions of the axes for each of the theoretical
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bubbles (Sn(Y)) positioned at the seafloor are acquired by rearranging Eq.2.9 to obtain
Eq. 2.13
BSn(Y) =
ON
tan
θ − tan−1
b sn(y)
bp
− 1
 . tan (α2 )

−ON. cot
(
θ + α2
)
(2.13)
In the case of Figure 2.17, n = {1, 2, 3, 4}. The total Y component across the length
of each bubble axis axes can then be calculated by finding the differences in Eq. 2.14
and Eq. 2.15.
S1S2(Y) = S1(Y)− S2(Y) (2.14)
S4S3(Y) = S4(Y)− S4(Y) (2.15)
The length between the axis end-points in the X direction is determined from the
spacing between the meridian grid lines adjacent to the bubble boundaries. The true
distance between two neighbouring meridian grid lines is equivalent to the chosen grid
spacing for horizontal measurements. Using this information the total length of each
long and short axis is then computed using Pythagoras’ Theorem in Eqs. 2.16 and 2.17
respectively.
A1 =
√
[S3(X)S4(X)]2 + [S3(Y)S4(Y)]2
2 (2.16)
A2 =
√
[S1(X)S2(X)]2 + [S1(Y)S2(Y)]2
2 (2.17)
To calculate the minimum bubble radii in the image plane, pixel distances are obtained
directly from the frame. Similarly Pythagoras’ Theorem is used to calculate the total
long and short axis distances (Eqs.2.18 and 2.19).
a1 =
√
[S3(x)S4(x)]2 + [S3(y)S4(y)]2
2 (2.18)
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a2 =
√
[S1(x)S2(x)]2 + [S1(y)S2(y)]2
2 (2.19)
The true major and minor bubble axes lengths (r1 and r2) are then resolved between
the maximum and minimum theoretical bubble radii using Eq.2.20 (McGovern, 2012).
(r1, r2) = (a1, a2) +
{(A1, A2)− (a1, a2)}.wW−WΦ
wW
 (2.20)
Here, the length of line wW, is evaluated using Eq. 2.21.
wW =
ON
cosφ −
Op
cos(φ−
[
pi
2 − θ
]
)
cosλ
(2.21)
Eq.2.22 is then used to calculate the equivalent spherical radius of ellipsoidal bubbles
(McGovern, 2012).
re = 3
√
(a21.a
2
2) (2.22)
Once all the bubbles in a still-frame have been picked, the values for equivalent spherical
radii are normalised to the entry of the highest frequency. The normalised bubble-size
distribution (BSD) is then ordered from least to most commonly occurring and written
to a text file.
Bubble-Rise Rates
There is much documentation of experimental bubble radius rise-rate distributions
(Woolf and Thorpe, 1991; Woolf, 1993; Leifer and MacDonald, 2003; Leifer and Patro,
2002; Merlivat and Memery, 1983; Mendelson, 1967) for various physical bubble and
water conditions. In order to determine which parameters are best suited to those
at the shallow seep sites, velocity measurements were made for distinct bubbles that
remained clearly visible throughout their ascent.
Velocity values were obtained for individual bubbles by obtaining elevation values every
5 frames from the time of emanation from the seafloor until they leave the video frame.
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It was ensured that the same bubble was tracked across the frame intervals by also
recording and plotting the radius of the bubble. The rise rate of each bubble was then
calculated by dividing the change in bubble elevation by the time step (frame rate
multiplied by the number of frames).
2.7 Singlebeam acoustic sampling
Flux calculations in the FlareFlow module require a 3-dimensional model of the echo
returns from bubbles that constitute seep bubble plumes. These are obtained from
Singlebeam Echo Sounder data that has been read into the Matlab programme ‘Echo
Analysis’. The research software is conventionally used by NIWA for fisheries stock
assessment, but has been modified by Yoann Ladroit (NIWA) for the purpose of ex-
tracting flare profiles.
EchoAnaysis graphically displays singlebeam .raw data files in an echogram view.
These are constructed for each line from the consecutive traces of each ping and colour
coded to the amplitude of the signal in dB. Figure 2.18 shows acoustic data that have
been filtered between -60 and -35 dB to isolate bodies of a density range representative
of flare bubbles. Collections of fish and plankton can also be seen in the echogram.
The frequency response of the filtered data is plotted for operating frequencies of 18000,
38000, 70000, 120000 and 200000 Hz (Figure 2.19). The highest bubble-frequency
response was chosen as a representative frequency that has best captured the size
range of the constituent seep bubbles. The positive spike in the returned energy arises
from the insonification of bubbles at the correct wavelength of acoustic energy (Barr
and Coombs, 2005; Forsberg et al., 2000; Newhouse and Shankar, 1984; Shankar et al.,
1986; Urick, 1967).
Flares are selected in Echo Analysis by drawing polygon boundaries that enclose the
seep bubble returns. These are viewed in a ‘Flare Editor’ window (Figure 2.20) that
shows the spatial distribution of scattering in 3-dimensional space. These data are
corrected using the information of the electrical angles recorded with the EK60 system
(by implementing the split-beam technique, see Medwin and Clay (1998)). Points that
do not belong to the flare structure that are contained in the selected region are then
discarded using Matlab-figure ‘select data’ tool. For the remaining group of points
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Figure 2.18: 2D cross-section of reflectivity across a single-beam echo sounder profile
viewed in EchoAnalysis. The points are coloured by their surface-volume strength,
which has been filtered between values of -70 and -35 dB.
Figure 2.19: Plotted bubble-frequency response of singlebeam acoustic data, filtered
to contain flare echoes. The response is highest at 38 kHz.
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Figure 2.20: 3D view of selected reflective points of a flare picked up on the single-
beam echo sounder, viewed in Echo Analysis. The points are coloured by their target
strength (TS).
in Figure 2.20, the returns have been coloured by their corresponding target strength
(TS). This is the logarithmic version of the total backscattering cross-section (∆σbs)
of the scatters in the insonified volume (Eq. 2.23) (Medwin and Clay, 1998).
TS = 10 log ∆σbs (2.23)
Since the data has been manually cleaned so that the remaining points are mostly from
seep-bubble echoes, the total backscatter from a sample volume can be divided into
contributions from the differently-sized bubbles (Eq. 2.24)
∆σbs = N1σbs1 + N2σbs2 + ...+ Nnσbsn =
n∑
i
Niσbsi (2.24)
where σbsi represents the backscattering cross section Ni bubbles, where each one has
a size i within the sample volume.
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2.8 Methane flux calculations
The flux of undissolved methane emitted from an active seep is calculated using the
inverse hydroacoustic method, devised and automated in the Matlab programme ‘Flare-
FlowModule’ by Mario Veloso (Veloso et al., 2015). A value is obtained in mL/min by
correlating bubble-size and rise-rate distributions to calibrated single-beam acoustic
profiles for the physical conditions at the vent and universal constants of the undis-
solved gas.
Singlebeam flare profiles are loaded directly into the flux calculator. The point data
can then be vertically cropped to a specified depth window for estimating flux values
of specific segments of the flare. The remaining data represent bubble echoes of a
size range that was able to be insonified by the echosounder frequency. Eq.2.25 from
Thuraisingham (1997) expresses σbs in terms of bubble radius (r) and wave number
(k)
σbs =
r2[{(
r0
r
)2 − 1}2 + δ(r, fecho)2
]
.
(sin kr/kr)2
1+(kr)2
(2.25)
Here, r0 is the bubble resonant radius at an echosounder frequency and specific static
pressure. fecho is the echosounder frequency and δ is the dimensionless damping (Veloso
et al., 2015).
Once a range of bubble radii that have been detected for the chosen frequency have
been quantified, the remaining bubbles outside of the insonification detection window
are estimated using a probability density function. This is computed from a polynomial
fit (of a chosen order) of the normalised BSD.
The bubble rise-rate function is selected from theoretical models from (Woolf and
Thorpe, 1991; Woolf, 1993; Leifer and MacDonald, 2003; Leifer and Patro, 2002; Mer-
livat and Memery, 1983; Mendelson, 1967). These require parameters of physical water
conditions and chemical constants of the gas (in our case methane).
Water temperature, salinity and density was acquired from local CTD profiles. Sound
speed was acquired from the velocity profiler. Surface tension and viscosity were cor-
related with the rest of the values using relationship from Miyake and Koizumi (1948).
Theoretical research was used to obtain gaseous methane constants for specific heat
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capacity (Din, 1961; Rueff et al., 1988), specific heat ratio (Din, 1961), thermal con-
ductivity (Prasad et al., 1984) and gas density at the surface (from underway methane
recordings).
The flux (ψM) of undissolved gas released from a seafloor opening is then calculated
using Eq. 2.26.
ψM = ρG10
TS
10 Ψ (2.26)
2.9 Error analysis
2.9.1 Bubble distance from the camera
The degree of uncertainty in the size and elevation of a camera-imaged bubble is most
significantly dependant on the location of the bubble in relation to the camera. Bubble-
size calculations thus far have operated on the assumption that bubbles rise in a plane
(plane 1 from Figure 2.21) that laterally extends across the seafloor aperture (v). Any
bubble deviation in this plane will have a negligible effect on the precision of size
calculations, as they can be observed in the video footage. Conversely, movement in
and out of the plane will directly influence the position of the bubble along the line
wW and hence affect the precision of both size and elevation calculations. Bubble
displacements towards and away from the camera cannot be observed in the image
plane, and are specific to each bubble in a seep plume. In order to estimate the
error values for all bubbles in a still frame, the scripts offcentre.m and uncertainty.m
(provided in Section 6.10 & 6.11) were used.
As a first approximation of out-of-view bubble movement, the assumption was made
that: for any oblique scene distance X (Figure 2.21) that a bubble is observed to have
migrated away from a vertical rise path, it is equally likely (for water of homogenous
conditions) for that bubble to have travelled up to the equivalent distance in either
perpendicular direction in the horizontal plane. This assumption is viable for deeper
water where surface currents have a negligible effect. Measurements made by Gargett
(1989), Drennan et al. (1992) and Anis and Moum (1992) indicate that surface-wave
generated energy decays inversely to a power of 3 - 4.6. This decay implies that under-
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Figure 2.21: Geometry of the camera origin, image plane and plane 1, which extends
vertically upwards from the seafloor aperture (V) and laterally parallel to EF. Bubble-
size calculations are computed under the assumption that rising bubbles remain in
plane 1. The line wW extends from the origin (O), through the bubble (Φ) until it
intercepts the seafloor. In this example the bubble has deviated a horizontal distance
X from the zenith to the vent whilst rising.
currents and turbulent forcing generated by wind-driven waves and surface currents are
depleted within the upper 100 m of the water column (Craig and Banner, 1994). Depth
ranges concerning seeps along the Hikurangi Margin are therefore relatively unaffected
by these influences.
Figure 2.22: A second plane parallel to plane 1 (plane 2) has been added at a distance
X away from plane 1. This is the assumed possible distance that the bubble could have
strayed away from the camera. Additional triangles display how this deviation effects
size and height calculations.
The resultant range of ambiguity in the bubbles position is calculated from the geom-
etry of Figure 2.22, using the following methods:
First, the true distance X that the bubble has strayed horizontally in the plane is
calculated. Distances are converted from image dimensions to scene dimensions using
the same methods as for bubble radius. Once X has been evaluated for each bubble,
this distance is assumed to be the maximum likely horizontal distance that the bubble
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has deviated either towards or away from the camera (Figure 2.22). The deviation
along the line wW is then evaluated as ±ω in Eq. 2.27.
± ω = S
cos(pi2 − φ)
(2.27)
Here, S is calculated from Eq. 2.28.
S = X
cos(βφ)
(2.28)
Maximum and minimum bubble radii uncertainties are then calculated by adapting
Eq. 2.20 to give Eq. 2.29
rn(±∆rn) = an +
(An − an).wW − (WΦ +±ω)
wW
 (2.29)
The uncertainty in bubble height is equated using Eq. 2.30.
∆V Φ = S tan(pi2 − φ) (2.30)
It can be seen from Figure 2.23 that the further the bubble is vertically from the
camera, the larger the error will be associated with the bubble.
2.9.2 Sinusoidal variations in bubble size measurements
Preliminary measurement of bubble-sizes that we have conducted for this study have
displayed sinusoidal variations in bubble radius as they rise. As it is unexpected for
bubbles to noticeably change size over the first few metres of their ascent (McGinnis
et al., 2006), we have assumed that these bubble-size variations are erroneous. To
account for uncertainties created by sinusoidal variations, the peak amplitude of these
bubble-radius deviations are added to the uncertainty of bubble-size calculations in the
’uncertainty’ code (provided in Section 6.11). To better constrain this uncertainty, we
have tracked and measured multiple bubbles over a succession of frames. We observed
sinusoidal deviations in bubble radii of ∼ 1 × 10−3 m, which has been incorporated
into bubble-size uncertainty for all of our calculations. These size-deviation errors can
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Figure 2.23: A cylinder of radius X has been drawn around the vent V, illustrating the
scope of the distance that a bubble is likely to deviate under the stated assumptions.
Four ellipses have been drawn with the same deviation distance X at different vertical
distances from the camera at O. As the vertical difference increases so does the length
of the major axis of the deviation ellipse. This results in larger errors associated with
bubbles vertically further from the camera.
be adjusted by the user depending on the amount of variation that is observed in
preliminary bubble-size measurements.
2.9.3 Unquantified sources of error
Other errors associated with the bubble-size calculation method that were deemed
negligible in comparison to the considered error sources include: angled profiles of each
bubble to the camera and the pixelated boundaries of bubbles apparent when picking
major and minor axes.
Spheroidal bubbles ascend in a direction parallel to the axis of symmetry (c in Figure
2.24) (Ellingsen and Risso, 2001). Viewing bubbles at an inclined angle rather than
directly in-line with the camera will result in a slightly larger perceived short axis (c′
in Figure 2.24), which also results in an larger observed equivalent-spherical bubble
radius.
The resolution of the video-recorded still frames also begins to deteriorate when en-
larged enough to closely analyse bubble axes. Low-resolution imagery creates difficul-
ties in precisely defining the ends of the major and minor axes along the boundary
edges. Uncertainties that arise from low resolution imagery can either increase or
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Figure 2.24: Observed dimensions of oblate-spheroidal bubbles by a camera positioned
at O oriented in the arrow direction. The major and minor axes of the oblate-spheroidal
are labelled a and c respectively. In the case of [A], the camera is observing the bubble
in the plane of the major axis. From this angle, the true dimensions of a and c are
measurable. Conversely, the camera in [B] is positioned above the bubble, facing
downwards. The dimension of a is still true; however the observed short axis length c’
is larger than c.
decrease the outputted equivalent-spherical bubble radius.
Both errors in this section were not considered in calculations as they contribute neg-
ligible error to final methane-flux measurements in comparison to previously discussed
bubble deviations and sinusoidal size variations.
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We have applied the seep analysis techniques (detailed in the Chapter 2) to the flares
situated in the 50 km2 section of the Hikurangi Margin (see Figure 3.1 & 3.2). EM302
Multibeam data collected over TAN1404 and TAN1505 have been used to investigate
flares over a regional (covering the 50 km2 area) and localised (< 0.1 km2) scale. To
assess the location and number of seeps in the survey region, multibeam data from
the two voyages have been processed using SonarScope to produce regional intensity
maps that highlight flare locations. The same multibeam data set has then been used
to study the vertical changes in acoustic intensity for single seeps at staggered water
depths.
To estimate the flux of undissolved methane emitted from submarine seeps, we have
applied the photogrammetry codes (provided in Section 6.3 - 6.11) to measure the size
and rise-rates of bubbles captured in underwater video footage collected on TAN1505.
This footage has then been combined with singlebeam flare profiles to calculate the
flux of undissolved methane at the base of seeps using the FlareFlow Module.
3.1 Multibeam data
Watercolumn imagery from the collected multibeam data identified multiple seeps
based on evidence of sonar echoes from rising bubbles. We have further utilised these
acoustic data to study the intensity of seeps by vertically summing the amplitudes of
these echoes. This is useful over both a regional scale for assessing the spatial distri-
bution of seeps, as well as a local scale for studying preservation of seep intensity at
shallowing depths.
3.1.1 Regional seep distribution and total seep count
The combined capabilities of SonarScope and ArcMap have been used to acquire the
location of seeps surveyed on TAN1404 and TAN1505. This information is useful for (1)
counting the total number of surveyed seeps, (2) assessing areas where seeps are most
concentrated, and (3) identifying relationships between seep location and bathymetric
features such as carbonate mounds.
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We have used SonarScope to vertically sum the water-column echoes collected over
both voyages using a EM302 Multibeam Echosounder. TAN1404 coverage has been di-
vided into five areas (Figure 3.1), while the TAN1505 voyage has been divided into six
smaller areas. The coverage of the TAN1505 voyage has been divided into six smaller
areas where a dense population of seeps were expected to exist, based on findings from
the TAN1404 voyage. Summed intensity maps produced using SonarScope (see Figure
3.3) display zones of relatively-high summed intensities, indicative of acoustically im-
aged seeps. These zones allow mapped seeps to be characterized by summed-reflective
intensity values above a certain threshold. By adjusting the intensity-threshold range
and comparing summed-intensity surfaces to horizontally stacked curtains (as in Fig-
ure 1.1), we have chosen threshold values that accurately represent the lower limit of
identified flare features. Maximum and minimum threshold values have been chosen
for each area in Figure 3.1 & 3.2, that best limit the summed intensity surfaces to only
include flare echoes.
We have used these threshold values as a means to estimate the number of seeps in
each region using tools in ArcMap. By reclassifying each surface to values above the
theshold values for each surface, we have filtered the data so that only seep indicators
remain. The maximum and minimum number of these features in each region have
been tabulated in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Multibeam coverage over the part of the upper-rise of the Hikurangi Margin
from TAN1404 and TAN1505. For the purpose of producing summed intensity maps,
the TAN1404 coverage has been divided into the 5 different areas shown here.
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Figure 3.2: Multibeam coverage over part of the upper-rise of the Hikurangi Margin
Bathymetry from TAN1404 and TAN1505. For the purpose of producing summed
intensity maps, the TAN1505 coverage has been divided into the 6 different areas
shown here.
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Figure 3.3: [A] Summed intensity maps for the multibeam coverage of TAN1404 and
TAN1505. [B] Zoomed section that displays examples of high-amplitude zones indica-
tive of seep-bubble plumes.
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Estimated Number of Seeps
Region Minimum Maximum
TAN1404-Box1 20 22
TAN1404-Box2 338 382
TAN1404-Box3 178 206
TAN1404-Box4 8 8
TAN1404-Box5 39 44
TAN1404 Total 585 660
TAN1505-Box1 90 102
TAN1505-Box2 13 15
TAN1505-Box3 7 8
TAN1505-Box4 80 94
TAN1505-Box5 35 39
TAN1505-Box6 11 13
TAN1505 Total 236 271
Table 3.1: Tabulated minimum and maximum estimates for the number of seeps iden-
tified in each region from Figure 3.1 & 3.2.
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3.2 Seep-bubble preservation at staggered depths
We have applied the OpendTect vertical summation method to an exemplary flare
on line 0216 (Figure 3.4) from the TAN1404 voyage. This allowed us to observe the
preservation of flare intensity with increasing elevation above the seafloor. Summed-
intensity surfaces (Figure 3.6) were calculated between horizontal surfaces (area shown
in Figure 3.5) from the seafloor (at 0 m elevation) to 170 m above the seafloor in 10 m
increments to cover the 164 m watercolumn.
To quantify the change in summed-intensity with increasing elevation, histograms of
the summed-intensity values across the area of each surface have been plotted in Figure
3.7. Summed intensity values for each surface in Figure 3.6 have been binned using the
histogram algorithm in Matlab. This function separates the data into bins of uniform
width, chosen to cover the range of summed intensity and reveal the underlying shape
of the distribution. Histograms have been plotted for each 10 m elevation increment,
ordered by decreasing decibel values of summed intensity.
In this case more negative values of summed intensity indicate raised seep activity.
Decibels are a measure of the ratio of energy emitted from a source (in our case a
multibeam echosounder) to received energy that has been echoed from a body (in our
case bubbles). Echoes from bubbles are weaker than the emitted multibeam signal,
so all acoustically imaged bubbles are represented in negative decibel values. When
these bubbles intensity values are vertically summed, a higher number of bubbles will
amount to a more negative total summed intensity value.
The plot shows distinct peaks at approximately the same summed amplitude value (∼
−200 dB). These peaks are likely due to natural amplitude responses of a collection of
bubbles in the 10 m elevation windows. The decibel values of both peaks have remained
relatively constant throughout the extent of the water column. The occurrence of these
’bubble-frequency’ responses has decreased (apparent in Figure 3.7) at higher elevations
above the seafloor, likely due to a decreasing number of bubbles.
Data trends in Figure 3.7 are difficult to interpret due to their complexity. In order
to better constrain the trends in the data, a second histogram plot has been generated
for a cropped area (displayed in Figure 3.8) so that summed-intensity values exclusive
to bubbles from the single, central seep (Flare 1 in Figure 3.6) can be analysed. The
histograms displayed in Figure 3.9 are binned using the same Matlab algorithm as in
Figure 3.7, revealing similar trends but less contribution of reflections of ∼ −200 dB
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and a higher percentage around ∼ −1500 dB.
Figure 3.4: Along-track face of a voxet that covers part of line 0216 containing the
analysed flare. This flare has particularly good coverage at all parts of the bubble
assent with minimal noise disruption from proximal biology and ocean-current effects.
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Figure 3.5: Horizontal bounds of the summed intensity surfaces (Figure 3.6) that have
been used to study varying seep intensity. The location of the area in the survey region
is also displayed (black square) in map-view.
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Figure 3.6: Summed surfaces for 10m elevation bins for a flare on line 0216 of the
TAN1404 voyage displayed in Figure 3.4. The distance labels are measured from the
seafloor at the base of the flare. Each surface is coloured by summed echoed intensity
(dB). More negative values indicate raised seep activity.
Figure 3.7: Histograms for each surface displayed in Figure 3.4, each plot has been
positioned at the upper-most depth of the summed-intensity range for each surface.
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Figure 3.8: Cropped area of the flare under further investigation for summed-intensity
changes. The orientation and scale of the surface is the same as for Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.9: Histograms have been generated for summed surfaces in Figure 3.4, cropped
to the area shown in Figure 3.8. Each plot has been positioned at the upper-most depth
of the summed-intensity range for each surface.
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3.3 Bubble size and rise-rate measurements
3.3.1 Bubble radius distribution
The equivalent spherical radii of emitted seep bubbles recorded using DTIS on TAN1505
were calculated using the Matlab codes for perspective measurements (provided in Sec-
tion 6.3—6.11). The chosen video recording captures approximately 90 seconds of seep
activity which sees the discharge of collections of bubbles in four distinct bursts. For
one of these bursts (lasting ∼ 9 s) the camera was positioned just above the seafloor,
allowing for a detailed view of bubbles at the initial stage of their ascent.
Bubble-size results were collected for frames where bubbles were clearly defined (plotted
in Figure 3.10). Uncertainties in bubble-size measurements are directly proportional to
the deviation of each bubble from a vertical rise path. This is evident from the degree
of uncertainty in bubbles plotted in Figure 3.10, which increases with progressing frame
numbers (i.e. increasing bubble elevation).
In order to acquire accurate bubble radius measurements, frames must be used that
capture a collection of bubbles at a stage of their ascent that best represents the true
bubble-size distribution. As bubbles are being released from the seafloor in bursts, early
video frames will not capture a representative number of bubbles to correctly estimate
the size distribution. Conversely, higher errors associated with higher rise-distances
also make it difficult to constrain an accurate estimation of a bubble-size distribution
in later frames. Of the frames that are plotted in Figure 3.10, frame 160 has been
chosen as a time increment with a suitable range of bubble sizes with a reasonably low
uncertainty.
Further bubble-size measurements have been made within five frames of frame 160
(Figure 3.11). To acquire distributions of bubble radius that are representative of the
size of bubbles emitted from the seafloor. A 5th order polynomial fit has been applied
to the collated maximum and minimum size distributions from Figure 3.11 (plotted in
Figure 3.12). These fits have been constrained to a value of 1 at the highest point of
the collated measurements.
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Figure 3.10: Bubble-size measurements from DTIS video frames (black) with minimum
(red dotted) and maximum (blue dotted) uncertainty values. These frames cover 2.7 s
for the same burst of ascending bubbles.
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Figure 3.11: Bubbles-size measured over 0.3 s from DTIS video frames (black) with
minimum (red dotted) and maximum (blue dotted) values.
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Figure 3.12: Representative minimum (red) and maximum (blue) bubble-size distribu-
tion curves. Both curves have been generated using a 5th order polynomial fit to the
collated data from Figure 3.11 with a constrained value of 1 at the highest point.
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Tracked Bubble Radius
The same bubble-size measurement techniques have been applied to three bubbles
(Sample bubbles 1, 2 & 3) that have been tracked through a series of video frames
(see Figure 3.13). Here, there are two notable radius trends to observe in the time
series of measurements. It can be seen from the distribution of the data that there are
small scale fluctuations in bubble size with a period of ∼ 0.5 s as well as larger-scale
gradients that differ across the entire time series and across each bubble.
Larger-scale radius trends (such as the negative overall trend of Sample Bubble 1
in Figure 3.11) are a result of bubbles drifting away from a vertical rise path. In
the case of Sample Bubbles 2 and 3 (Figure 3.11), although there are superimposed
small scale radius fluctuations, linear fitted trends reveal there are minimal long-term
gradients. Negligible gradients suggest that these bubbles are rising sub-vertically
from the seafloor. Conversely, Sample Bubble 1 is getting apparently smaller over
time, indicating the bubble is drifting further from the camera as it rises.
To approximate the true size of each bubble, we have taken the y-intercept of each
trend. This is likely an accurate approximation of the true size in the case of Bubble
1 and 3. In the case of Bubble 2, this will give the best estimate of the true size over
the recorded time, as the bubble would have strayed a minimum amount.
Bubble Rise Rates
To evaluate the rate at which bubbles of certain radii rise, the elevation above the
seafloor of Sample Bubble 1,2 and 3 were also recorded over a series of video frames.
The elevations of Sample Bubble 1,2 and 3 are plotted in Figure 3.14 against the
radius of the bubbles estimated from the linear trends (Figure 3.13). Linear trends are
a suitable fit to all of the elevation time-series measurements, indicating the bubbles
have risen at a constant speed over each period of observation. Linear trends have
been fitted to the measured values as well as to the associated error calculations. The
gradients of each trend have been used to determine rise-rates of 16.36–20.12 cm/s for
a bubble of radius 0.54 cm (Sample Bubble 1), 8.77–19.41 cm/s for a bubble of radius
0.56 cm (Sample Bubble 2), 17.63–20.67 cm/s for a bubble of radius 0.39 cm (Sample
Bubbble 3). The radius and velocity measurements of bubble 1, 2 and 3 have been
plotted in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.13: Three distinct bubbles have been tracked over multiple frames of the DTIS
footage. The observed radius of the each bubble has been plotted with maximum and
minimum uncertainties. Linear trends have been fitted through each plot with the
corresponding equation and R2 in the top-right of each graph.
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Figure 3.14: Elevation distances above the seafloor have been acquired for the bubbles
1 (red), 2 (blue) and 3 (green) with maximum and minimum uncertainty values. Linear
trends have been fitted each series with corresponding equations.
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Figure 3.15: Plotted values of bubble size and respective rise rates from Figure 3.13 &
3.14
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3.4 Singlebeam flare profiles
All singlebeam data were analysed for flares using the program ’EchoAnalysis’, which
was modified by Yoann Ladroit for this purpose. Of the identified flares, six have been
selected (Figure 3.16) as examples that were not intruded by fish or plankton and that
display a representative range of different flare sizes.
During the data collection stage, Flare F was identified as a much larger flare in com-
parison to the majority that were surveyed. As flares of this size are more likely to
comprise methane that is transported to the atmosphere, the flare was resurveyed mul-
tiple times. Three of these repeat surveys produced good coverage of the flares, which
are displayed in Figure 3.16 as Flare F1, F2 and F3.
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Figure 3.16: Acoustic flare profiles from the singlebeam data collected on TAN1505.
Points are coloured by TS. Vertical scales start from the sea level at 0 m depth.
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This thesis has focused on developing computational techniques for more accurately
evaluating the parameters of rising bubbles in submarine-seep plumes. These tech-
niques have been developed to better constrain the rate at which submarine seeps
output gaseous methane. In the following discussion, the results of these techniques
are compared to previously published results from related studies. In some cases, we
have made inferences as to how estimations of seep output from current models could be
improved with the use of our new techniques. The experimental results that have been
produced for this thesis will be useful for better constraining regional approximations
of the rates at which methane is escaping from entire seep fields and globally.
4.1 Bubble sizes
Experimental bubble-size distributions estimated in Section 6.3-–6.11, are plotted against
published experimental bubble-size distributions (Leifer and Patro, 2002; Muyakshin
and Sauter, 2010; Greinert and Nützel, 2004; Römer et al., 2011; Sahling et al., 2009;
Ostrovsky, 2003) in Figure 4.1. The size range of seep bubbles that we have measured
lies between other video analysis bubble measurements made by Greinert and Nützel
(2004) of artificially generated bubbles and Sahling et al. (2009) of seeps in the black
sea. In comparison to the rest of the published bubble-size distributions, the size range
of our bubbles more closely relates to larger bubble-size models.
Other published bubble-size distributions also cover a wider range of bubble sizes than
we have observed (Figure 4.1). The absence of smaller bubbles in our distribution
is likely due the resolution of the video footage, which limits what can accurately be
defined as a bubble. Bubbles smaller than ∼ 6 mm were not identified in the video
footage, but are likely still present in the bubble plume. Bubbles larger than 15 mm
are also absent from our bubble size measurements. The absence of larger bubbles may
be due to the limited period that we were able to observe the plume of seep bubbles.
Larger bubbles likely occur less frequently (based on the low number of observations
in Figure above ∼ 16 mm) so it is possible that the 4 s recording window was not
sufficient to observe bubbles of these sizes. Realistically, bubbles emitted from seeps
along the Hikruangi Margin survey area likely range between ∼ 1 mm and ∼ 20 mm
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Figure 4.1: Maximum uncertainty (blue filled) and minimum uncertainty (red filled)
bubble-size distributions have been plotted against previously published bubble-size
distributions (Leifer and Patro, 2002; Muyakshin and Sauter, 2010; Greinert and
Nützel, 2004; Römer et al., 2011; Sahling et al., 2009; Ostrovsky, 2003) (dashed).
as the other experimental observations predict.
It is noted that each different technique for calculating bubble-size distributions have
used different methods for scaling the observed bubble sizes to the true bubble sizes.
The apparent differences in bubble-size measurements across the published results may
be a product of either the different scaling methods used or genuine differences in
bubble sizes. Genuine differences in bubbles sizes may occur due to differences in
physical conditions (e.g. temperature and pressure) at different seep locations.
4.2 Characteristics of bubble ascent through the
water column
4.2.1 Irregular rise paths
Plotted bubble radii for three bubbles that have tracked over a succession of frames
(see Figure 3.13) appear to sinusoidally vary in size over the course of their ascent.
As it is unexpected for bubbles to noticeably change size over the first few metres of
their ascent (McGinnis et al., 2006), it is more likely that these fluctuations are due to
horizontal bubble movements rather than real size changes. As bubbles travel further
from and closer to the camera during their rise, they appear respectively smaller and
larger. These sinusoidal fluctuations are clear in Figure 4.2, where a spline has been
fitted to the points in Figure 3.13. It can be seen in Figure 4.2 that fluctuations in
bubble size occur for approximately the same radius differences over similar time scales.
Consistent deviations around a central rise path support theoretical models claiming
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elliptical bubbles rise in either helical (Miyagi-Kôgakuhakusi, 1927) or zig-zag (Datta
et al., 1950) patterns. Unfortunately the resolution of the recorded size fluctuations
is not high enough in this case to confirm which of either the Miyagi-Kôgakuhakusi
(1927) or Datta et al. (1950) bubble-rise theories is applicable in this case.
4.2.2 Adjustments to theoretical bubble-rise rates
Bubble-rise rate measurements obtained from a time series of tracked bubbles have been
plotted against other theoretical methane-bubble rise rates (see Figure 4.3). Theoretical
methane-bubble rise rates have been devised for both clean and dirty bubbles (where
dirty bubbles are covered in a surfactant coating and clean bubbles are completely
uncontaminated). The uncertainty limits of the bubble-rise rates we have tracked
overlap marginally with the theoretical rise-rate model devised by Leifer et al. (2000).
For all bubble-rise rate models (Mendelson, 1967; Woolf and Thorpe, 1991; Woolf,
1993; Leifer et al., 2000; Leifer and Patro, 2002), experimental measurements that we
have made are consistently slower than the theoretical predictions.
It has already been established in Section 3.3.1 that Sample Bubbles 1, 2 and 3 (Figure
3.14) are travelling at their terminal rise velocities. As the theortical models plotted
in Figure 4.1 are all based on terminal-rise velocities, we are able to make direct
comparisons between experimental and theoretical rise rates. It has also already been
shown in Figure 4.1 that experimental radius measurements are consistent with other
seep bubble measurements, implying there is minimal horizontal error for points plotted
in Figure 4.3. As bubble size and acceleration are both in agreement with other models,
we have assumed that disparities between experimental and theoretical bubble-rise
rates are exclusively due to differences in bubble-rise velocity.
Leifer et al. (2000) have predicted that bubble-rise rates are overestimated in the cur-
rent theoretical bubble-rise rate models. This overestimation is thought to arise from
assumptions in dirty-bubble theoretical rise-rate models that have neglected the slow-
ing effects of bubble oscillations (see Figure 4.4). Oscillations slow a bubble’s ascent
as energy from their rise is transferred into perpendicular oscillatory motions. The
presence of surfactants around bubble walls act to suppress these oscillations. Due the
damping effect of surfactants, most bubble rise velocity models neglect oscillations of
dirty bubbles completely, assuming they behave as solid spheres. Since dirty bubble
oscillations are suppressed, but not completely eliminated, previously predicted dirty-
bubble rise-rate models may only be accurate for bubbles where r < 600 µm (where
oscillations are negligible) (Leifer et al., 2000). Because the slowing effects of oscilla-
tory motions in dirty bubbles have not been taken into account for the models plotted
in Figure 4.3 it is possible that the differences in observed and predicted values are a
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Figure 4.2: Three distinct bubbles have been tracked over multiple frames of the DTIS
footage. The observed radius of the each bubble has been plotted with maximum
and minimum uncertainties. Linear trends have been fitted through each plot with
the corresponding equation and R2. A spline has also been fitted to the measured
bubble-size measurements to show sinusoidal variations around the linear trend.
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Figure 4.3: Previously published theoretical models for bubble-radius dependant rise
speeds (Leifer et al., 2000; Leifer and Patro, 2002; Woolf and Thorpe, 1991; Woolf,
1993). Rise speeds from sample bubbles (Figure 4.5) have been plotted against these
models with vertical uncertainties. Bubble-size uncertainties are negligible on the scale
of this graph.
product of oscillatory slowing effects.
Figure 4.4: A bubble imaged at two different stages of oscillation. In the usual case,
the bubble profile (as in 1) will expand along its two major axes and shorten along its
minor axis (as in 2), then return to its original state (as in 1). This is characteristic of
elliptical bubbles and occurs continuously over a seep bubble’s ascent.
In all bubble-rise rate theoretical models, dirty bubbles rise more slowly than clean bub-
bles (Leifer et al., 2000; Leifer and Patro, 2002; Woolf and Thorpe, 1991; Woolf, 1993).
Measured rise rates that we have computed for the sample bubbles are consistently
lower than theoretical model predictions. The only apparent reason for these discrep-
ancies are due to solid-sphere assumptions made in dirty bubble rise-rate models. Due
to the combined evidence of slower-rising bubbles and recognised overestimations that
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are exclusive to dirty bubble rise-rate models, we have characterised the experimental
bubbles as dirty bubbles.
In order to construct a bubble-rise rate model that more accurately represents the
measured rise rates of the sample bubbles, we have approximated the amount of over-
estimation in the Leifer et al. (2000) bubble rise-rate model. By vertically shifting the
Leifer et al. (2000) model so that the distribution fits the experimental measurements
and their lower uncertainties, we have acquired bubble-rise rate models consistent with
our results (Figure 4.5). If the vertical offset represents the slowing effect of impurities
then impurities cause a slowing of 3− 3.7 cm/s.
Figure 4.5: The bubble rise-rate model from (Leifer et al., 2000) has been vertically
shifted to account for overestimations. The adjusted models better represent our ob-
served experimental bubble-rise rates.
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4.3 Predictions of methane flux
We combined bubble rise-rate models (Figure 4.5) with experimental bubble-size dis-
tributions (Figure 3.12) and singlebeam flare profiles (Figure 3.16) to estimate the flux
of methane emitted from the surveyed submarine seeps. Methane fluxes are calculated
using the FlareFlow Matlab module (Veloso et al., 2015). For each flare loaded into the
FlareFlow module, methane flux values are acquired for both experimental maximum
and minimum dirty bubble rise-rate models applied to both the maximum and min-
imum bubble-size distributions. Methane flux rates are also evaluated for two depth
windows of each flare: (1) from 5m above the seafloor to the highest vertical point of
the flare (2) between 5m and 10m above the seafloor. The lowest 5m of acoustic data
are eliminated in both cases as it likely contains erroneous data (Veloso et al., 2015).
Elevated carbonate mounds and other seafloor echoes may be present in these first 5 m,
so neglecting this section will eliminate any target strength (TS) values not produced
by bubbles.
To estimate the number and sizes of bubbles in a seep plume within a chosen vol-
ume, bubble-echoed TS values are correlated to bubble radius. These correlations are
based on the percentage of energy that a bubble scatters (proportional to the ratio
of TSreceived/TSemitted) when insonified by a singlebeam echosounder ping (detailed in
Section 2.7). To obtain mean bubble sizes for all bubbles within a segment of a flare,
TS values are averaged for echoes within a chosen volume (where TS is the resultant
averaged value). As bubbles of different radii are insonified by specific frequencies of
sonar energy, only a particular size range of bubbles is sampled by the chosen 38 kHz
frequency beam. The remaining proportion of bubbles with radii outside of the inson-
fied range are estimated computationally using the maximum and minimum bubble-size
distribution curves (Figure 3.12). The selected depth window for calculating TS has a
direct influence on the calculated size and number of the imaged seep bubbles. Calcu-
lations of TS for flare segments between 5 m and 10 m above the seafloor are considered
representative of the radii of bubbles that are being released straight from the source
of the seep (Veloso et al., 2015). Calculations for flare segments extending from 5 m
above the seafloor to the highest point of the flare will result in a smaller apparent
bubble-size distribution, as TS is calculated for the included weaker echoes at higher
flare elevations.
Undissolved methane fluxes for different depths windows of the flares displayed in
Figure 3.16 are tabulated in Table 4.1 & ??. It is noted in these results that the
majority of analysed seeps discharge gaseous methane at rates of ∼ 37− 286 mL/min.
However, there is also evidence that higher-energy seeps are capable of producing
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gaseous methane at rates of ∼ 1115− 3371 mL/min.
Methane Flux Measurements Based On Minimum Bubble Rise Rates
Flare Maximum flux (mL/min) Minimum flux (mL/min)
5 m above the
seafloor - top
of the flare
5–10 m
above the
seafloor
5m above the
seafloor - top
of the flare
5–10 m
above the
seafloor
A 32.4 44.2 26.1 37.0
B 110.0 286.1 92.1 239.4
C 172.4 281.3 135.6 226.3
D 46.9 53.8 37.7 42.3
E 48.9 60.0 39.4 48.3
F1 247.5 1386.4 199.2 1115.2
F2 775.2 2105.8 623.9 1693.9
F3 751.1 3370.9 604.5 2711.5
Table 4.1: Minimum values for flux calculations for each of the flares displayed in
Figure 3.16. Flare F1, F2 and F3 are three acoustic profiles of the same flare.
4.4 Multiple bubble exits at the seafloor
Results that have been obtained from vertically summing echo intensity values for
acoustic data collected over a prominent flare (see Figure 3.4) are displayed in Figure
3.6. Staggering these summations across 10 m elevation windows between the seafloor
(at 0 m) and sealevel (at 164 m above the seafloor) gives a detailed view of the changing
flare intensity at shallowing depths. Based on these summed intensity slices, we have
made the following seep-bubble preservation interpretations:
It can be seen in first two surfaces (0 to 10 m and 10 to 20 m in Figure 3.6) that there
are multiple high-amplitude zones, each indicative of bubble escape from the seafloor.
Multiple zones suggest that the seafloor opening at the base of the seep is not a distinct
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aperture, more likely a patchy system of localised seafloor cavities. It can be seen on a
cross-sectional view of the flare (see Figure 3.4) that there is an elevated knoll feature
at the base of the flare. Based on video underwater video footage over the survey
region and previous studies of knoll features along the Hikurangi Margin (Liebetrau
et al., 2010), it is expected that this knoll feature is a carbonate mound.
Carbonate mounds form at the base of active seeps through microbially mediated
anaerobic oxidation of emitted methane (León et al., 2007). As they begin to cover the
area of seep-fluid release, they may influence the output of fluid. This is likely what
is observed in Figure 4.6, where intensity indicators for Flares 1–5 (from Figure 3.6)
appear to escape from multiple exit points around a central carbonate mound. The
predominant central flare (Flare 1) above the central mound is surrounded by smaller
flares that have also formed smaller mounds. The comparatively smaller proximal
mounds suggest that the associated seeps have been either less active or are younger
than the central seep. Both of these observations make it likely that proximal seeps have
been formed as a result of fluid redistribution by carbonate capping of the central seep.
There is also evidence of smaller-scale gas seepage (labelled in Figure 4.6) escaping
from around the central carbonate mound.
Similar evidence of fluid redistribution have been documented along the Gulf of Cadiz
(León et al., 2007). Figure 4.7 illustrates the structural fluid-redistribution patterns
formed by carbonate precipitations. Seep fluid is able to travel through separated pas-
sageways of higher relative permeability, which results in multiple sites of localised fluid
expulsion. Seafloor video footage and studies by Liebetrau et al. (2010) of the region
has revealed multiple other carbonate mounds around active seeps. These observations
suggest that similar fluid redirection is occurring at multiple active seeps across the
Hikurangi Margin. The presence of these carbonate mounds is also indicative of long
existing seepage. Studies of mound formation across Svalbard (Berndt et al., 2014)
and other parts of the Hikurangi Margin (Liebetrau et al., 2010) have deduced that it
takes thousands of years for seeps to accumulate carbonate mounds. As there is simi-
lar evidence of seep-accumilated carbonate mounds in our study area, we have inferred
that seep activity has been occurring over the last few thousand years.
4.5 Bubble survival during ascent
4.5.1 Relative survival rates of an assemblage of seeps
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Figure 4.6: Flare indicators from the 0-10 m summed-intensity surface in Figure 3.6
have been superimposed over the bathymetry. The zones of escaping seep-fluid correlate
with aggregated knoll features (identified as carbonate mounds). Smaller zones of minor
gas release that were not identified as defined seeps in Figure 3.6 are also present around
the carbonate mounds.
We have analysed the five flares labelled 1–5 in Figure 3.6 to assess the intensity
depletion of flares in close proximity of each other at shallowing depths. The overall
decrease in flare diameter with increasing elevation for all labelled flares indicates there
is a decrease in flare intensity at shallowing depths.
Two of the peripheral flares (Flares 2 & 3) terminate within the first 40 m above the
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of a carbonate mound on the seafloor from (León et al., 2007).
Dotted arrows show the flow paths of rising seep fluid, which is redirected through
more permeable parts of the mound.
seafloor (120 m bsl). The other two remaining proximal flares (Flares 4 & 5) are
terminated somewhere between 60 m and 80 m above the seafloor (84 m bsl). There
is remaining acoustic evidence of the central flare (Flare 1) for the entire height of the
watercolumn. The survival of seep bubbles that have been acoustically imaged in Flare
1 is likely due the preserving effects of the surrounding bubbles of the proximal seeps
and those within Flare 1. Section 1.4 details how concentrated bubbles dissolve at a
lower rate than sparse bubbles, which increases their likelihood of surfacing.
4.5.2 Bubble survival in a single seep plume
We have used the plotted histograms (see Figure 3.7) for the staggered summed inten-
sity surfaces (see Figure 3.6) to make a first approximation of the proportion of undis-
solved seep fluids that survives the ascent of the water column. Plotted histograms of
summed intensity in Figure 3.7 & 3.9 show two distinct peaks in the occurrences of
two separately binned intensity values. These peaks show that summed-intensity val-
ues of ∼ −200 dB & −1500 dB occur most frequently and there is comparatively little
evidence of other summed-intensity values. Both of these peaks gradually decrease in
occurrence at shallower depths.
The regions of the flare where these peak summed-intensity values occur can be found
from the mapped summed intensity surfaces in Figure 3.6. Analysing the changing
summed intensity of flares across surfaces in Figure 3.6 reveals that peak-summed
intensity values of ∼ −1500 dB are situated in the core of flares and peak-summed
intensity values of ∼ −200 dB are situated at the rim and uppermost parts of flares.
As both peak occurrence values of ∼ −200 dB&−1500 dB are consistent with different
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parts of the acoustically imaged seep, we have inferred that these indeed correlate with
echoed responses of rising bubbles.
Since bubbles of comparable sizes are expected to echo similar proportions of acoustic
energy, it would be intuitive for there to be only one peak summed-intensity value in
Figure 3.7 & Figure 3.9 that represents bubbles from all parts of the seep plume. Instead
of a bimodal bubble-size distribution, it is more likely that the second ∼ −1500 dB
peak is from an increased concentration of bubbles of similar size to those echoing
∼ −200 dB. Bubbles in the centre of a seep are more highly concentrated than those
around the outside.
The reason that a more highly concentrated volume of bubbles would produce a higher
echoed amount of energy is most likely due to multiple backscattering (Clay and Med-
win, 1977). Sound energy echoing from bubbles may be additionally echoed off multi-
ple other bubbles if bubbles are more closely spaced than the wavelength of the sonar
pulse. As a first approximation (from the 30 kHz sound pulse produced by the EM302
echosounder and assuming the speed of sound in seawater is ∼ 1500 m/s), bubbles less
than 5 cm apart will produce a multiple backscattering effect. The higher number of
echoes resulting from multiple backscattering will result in less scattering of energy and
more being echoed back to the receiver. This likely produces the heightened acoustic
response (of ' −1500 dB) at the core of flares where bubbles are most concentrated.
The constitutive bubble of these two high and low summed-intensity regions have been
termed concentrated and sparse respectively.
Peaks corresponding to concentrated and sparse bubbles in Figure 3.7 have been plotted
in Figure 4.8. It is apparent from both the concentrated and sparsely bubble-populated
parts of the flares that summed intensity seems to decrease at an steadily-growing rate
in the first 70 m (from 164 m to 94 m bsl). Above 94 m bsl, flare depletion becomes
more unpredictable and concentrated bubbles are lost completely. A steady decrease
in flare intensity continues up until ∼ 10− 20 m bsl). Above ∼ 10− 20 m bsl there is
a slight increase in summed intensity.
Figure 4.9 displays bubble dissolution models devised by McGinnis et al. (2006) for
individual methane bubbles rising through water. Models for changing bubble size in-
dicate that bubbles initially shrink due to the dissolution of methane, but then grow at
shallower depths due to decreasing pressure (McGinnis et al., 2006). The subsequent
contraction and growth of bubbles in the top 30 m of the water column is a possible
explanation for the observed rise and fall of summed-intensity occurrences in the up-
per 30 m of Figure 4.9. Seep bubbles may shrink and expand due to a shift from a
dissolution dominant to pressure dominant system. The reduction in bubble size will
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likely result in bubbles being undetectable in acoustic data over a short depth window.
Subsequent bubble expansion in the upper-most part of the water column will allow
the bubbles to again be acoustically detected.
Models of methane preservation within rising methane bubbles (McGinnis et al., 2006)
are also plotted in Figure 4.9. Methane composition trends show that a large proportion
of methane is depleted rapidly after bubbles come into contact with water. We have
applied the methane dissolution curves to a 4.25 mm-radius bubble rising from 164 m
water depth (depth of the flare in Figure 3.4 and analysed in Figure 3.6 and Figure
4.8) and plotted the results in Figure 4.10. The applied model for methane dissolution
predicts that 15% of methane is preserved in a seep bubble of 4.25 mm radius rising
through 164 m of water. It important to note that this is a minimum estimate in the
case of rising seep bubbles, as the dissolution model is valid for a single rising bubble.
Bubbles rising in clusters (as is the case for submarine seeps), will have a lower rate of
methane reduction for each bubble (for reasons detailed in Section 1.4).
We have combined bubble methane dissolution models (Figure 4.10 derived fromMcGin-
nis et al. (2006) with approximated bubble depletion rates (Figure 4.8) to estimate the
proportion of undissolved methane released from the seafloor that reaches the atmo-
sphere. Methane dissolution models have revealed that ∼ 15% of any initially pure
methane bubble is expected to still be present at the surface. Of the initial discharge
of bubbles, we have used the acoustic observations in Figure 4.8 to approximate the
reduction in bubble quantity. The occurrence of echoes indicative of seep bubbles (for
reasons outlined previously in this section) has decreased from 1600 to 25 in Figure 4.8,
which suggests that 1.25% of the initial bubble quantity survives the ascent through
the water column. Collating the proportions from the methane dissolution and bub-
ble quantity depletion model predicts that 0.2% of the methane released by the flare
imaged in Figure 3.4 reaches the atmosphere.
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Figure 4.8: Occurrences of bubble-echo peaks from Figure 3.7 have been plotted against
depth for sparse bubbles, concentrated bubbles and summed sparse and concentrated
bubbles.
Figure 4.9: The bubble dissolution and pressure response model created by McGinnis
et al. (2006) has been applied to bubble A (2.75 mm radius) and B (4.25 mm radius).
The results show the changing bubble diameter and gas composition with shallowing
water depth.
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Figure 4.10: Methane depletion rate of a 4.25 mm radius bubble rising through a 164m
water column, modelled using results from McGinnis et al. (2006).
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4.6 Seep distribution along the Hikurangi Margin
4.6.1 Interpreting determined seep locations
We have used regional summed-intensity maps of the survey area to identify 585-660
seeps imaged on the TAN1404 voyage and 236–271 seeps imaged on the TAN1505
voyage (mapped in Figure 4.11). The concentration of these seep is also mapped in
Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 for seeps imaged on TAN1404 and TAN1505 respectively.
There is a general agreement in areas where seeps are most concentrated between the
datasets initially collected on TAN1404 and resurveyed on TAN1505. Within these
survey areas, there do however seem to be some differences between individual seep
locations for the two voyages. These discrepancies in identified seep locations may be
partly due to the ephemeral nature of the seeps, where some may have not been active
when resurveyed on the TAN1505 voyage. It is also noticeable in Figure 4.11 that
lines of imaged flares seem to align with the travel direction of the ship. Correlations
between ship direction and identified seep locations imply that discrepancies in imaged
seep locations may also be due to partial imaging of the water column (detailed in
Section 2.3). Parts of the watercolumn above the swath remain un-imaged due to
the triangular shape of echograms, which results in fragmented imaging of flares in
the outer part of the swath. Partially imaged flares are displayed as lesser summed-
amplitude seep indicators and are often overlooked in total seep counts. Fragmented
imaging of flares may explain the discrepancies of flare location between voyages and
also suggests that total seep counts we have made are minimum estimates.
To compare the distribution of Hikurangi Margin seeps to other published seep fields,
we have selected a section of the surveyed area that we have deemed to have a seep
concentration representative of the seep field. The area defined as the seep field is
based on the distribution of discovered flares in Figure 4.11 and where they are most
concentrated (using information from Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13). In
comparison to other published seep field surveys (see Table 4.2), the seeps along the
Hikurangi Margin are distributed more sparsely over a larger area (∼ 89.57 km2).
Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 show that maximum seep concentrations reach ∼ 21 seeps
per km2. The total number of flares in the Hikurangi Margin seep field is much larger
than all other published seep field results. The comparatively high number of flares
that are distributed over a large area of the Hikurangi Margin suggests that underlying
gas reservoirs and migration pathways are more widely spread in comparison to those
below other seep fields recorded in Table 3.1.
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Location
Number of
Inidividual
Seeps
Size of Seep
Area (km2)
Number of
seeps per km2
Source(s)
Kattegat ∼ 100 3× 104 ∼ 4× 10−2 Dando andothers 1994
Tommeliten,
Norwegian
North Sea
120 6.5× 10−3 1.85× 105
Recalculated
from Hovland
and Judd 1988
Torry Bay,
Scotland 70-100 2.4× 10
−3 4.17× 105 Judd and others2002
Golden Sands,
Bulgarian Black
Sea
1200 0.3 4× 104 Dimitrov 2002
Golden Sands
NE,
Bulgarian Black
Sea
200 0.0125 1.6× 105 Dimitrov 2002
Zelenka,
Bulgarian Black
Sea
800 0.33 2.42× 104 Dimitrov 2002
Santa Barbara
Channel,
California, USA
>500 3× 10−3 >1.67× 106 Hornifus andothers 1999
Northern
Hikurangi
Margin Seep
Field,
New Zealand
495-567 89.57 5.5 - 6.1 This thesis
Table 4.2: Seep field evaluations from other globally documented studies (Dando et al.,
1994; Judd and Hovland, 1992; Hornafius et al., 1999; Dimitrov, 2002), compiled by
Judd (2004), compared to seep field evaluations from this thesis.
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At the time of discovery of the seeps analysed in this thesis, there were only 36 docu-
mented flares along the Hikurangi Margin (Greinert et al., 2010) distributed throughout
seep fields mapped in Figure 4.11. These seep fields are also well spaced, which sup-
ports the premise that gas is escaping from widespread underlying methane sources.
It is expected that the margin accommodated large, widespread reservoirs of methane,
with first-order estimates of 24 m3 of fluid per meter of strike per year injected into the
margin (Townend, 1997). Widespread gas release across the Hikurangi Margin suggests
there are likely many other undiscovered seeps across the continental slope. These un-
charted seeps are most likely well distributed as had been observed by (Greinert et al.,
2010) and this thesis. As there is a plentiful supply of methane and an accommodating
tectonic system for methane transportation, it is possible that the undiscovered seeps
are of a considerable quantity.
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Figure 4.11: Seep locations identified using summed-intensity surfaces as in Figure
3.3. Flares imaged during TAN1404 and TAN1505 are plotted as red and black circles
respectively. We have also selected an area from the survey region that is densely
populated with seeps, assumed to be a seep field.
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Figure 4.12: Concentration of imaged seeps per square kilometer surveyed during
TAN1404.
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Figure 4.13: Concentration of imaged seeps per square kilometer surveyed during
TAN1505.
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4.6.2 Estimations of regional seafloor methane flux
As noted in Section 4.3, the majority of analysed seeps emit fluids in the range of ∼
37−286 mL/min. Conversely, there is evidence that higher-energy seeps are capable of
producing fluids at rates of ∼ 1115−3371 mL/min. To extrapolate methane fluxes over
the area of the Hikurangi Margin, we have approximated the proportion of other high-
energy flares within the survey region that haven’t been recorded in the singlebeam.
Using the regional summed intensity maps (Figure 3.3) we have recognised that flare
signatures larger than 25 m diameter seem to correspond with more prominent flares
in stacked curtain sections (as in Figure 1.1).
Based on these assumptions, 5–7% of the seeps surveyed on TAN1404 and TAN1505
are of high-energy (where the range is due to the uncertainty in the total flare count).
The total number of seeps have been taken from those imaged on TAN1404 (Table 3.1),
which fully covers the area surveyed for TAN1505. From this, we have estimated, there
are ∼ 40 high-energy seeps and 545-621 seeps of typically observed methane release.
Using the seafloor estimates of seep fluids emissions from Table 4.1, we have extrap-
olated the proportions of typical and high-energy seep occurrence to calculate an ap-
proximation of the flux of methane released from the seafloor over the survey area.
Calculations approximate 0.99×105±0.64×105 m3/yr of methane (6.43×107±4.21×
107 TgCH4/yr) is escaping from the seafloor over the surveyed region. Evidence of other
seeps is currently sparse across the margin (Figure 1.5), with the recently discovery
of this seep field increasing the total discovered seeps across the Hikurangi Margin by
∼ 16− 18 fold. Due to the majority of discovered seeps being situated in the recently
discovered seeps field, these methane flux estimates are a close approximation for the
currently discovered seeps across the Hikurangi Margin.
4.7 Implication for global seep models
The quantity of seep-produced methane that is escaping from the seafloor over the
scale of entire seep fields and globally is still poorly constrained. This is primarily
due to the limited coverage of seep activity over these large scales (e.g. entire sub-
duction margins). Seep locations are both difficult to predict and subject to change
over ephemeral timescales (Sibuet et al., 1988). Mapping large seep fields has also only
become realistic in the last decade with the added capabilities of watercolum-imaging
for multibeam echosounders (Clarke, 2006).
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Due to limited knowledge the global distribution of active seeps, atmospheric green-
house emissions attributed to submarine seeps are even more poorly understood. No
accurate means of quantifying seep-produced atmospheric methane emissions has been
established. As a results, methane emissions from marine geological sources have not
been included in previous Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s assessment
reports.
Development of comparatively high accuracy seep analysis tools in this thesis will hope-
fully progress seep emission research further towards a stage where accurate global seep
emissions can be made. Making reasonable estimations of global seep-produced atmo-
spheric methane emissions is becoming increasing important, as research has shown
that the globally summed emissions could be considerable.
4.8 Correlations between seep emission flux and
summed-acoustic intensity
Although singlebeam data have proven to be effective in quantifying individual seep-
fluid fluxes, singlebeam echosounders are not commonly used for purposes other than
fish stock analysis. As fish-stock assessment usually repeats surveys over similar areas,
global singlebeam coverage is sparse but temporally repetitive. In global seep-fluid
output models, large gaps in singlebeam coverage are accounted for by extraploting
data from surveyed seep fields. These extrapolations are the cause for such high uncer-
tainties and variations in previously published global estimates (Trotsyuk and Avilov,
1988; Lacroix, 1993; Hornafius et al., 1999; Ehhalt and Schmidt, 1978; Hovland et al.,
1993).
Much of the extrapolation-caused error would be drastically reduced if the use of
singlebeam-sampled flare profiles could be replaced by multibeam-sampled flare pro-
files. There is extensive global coverage of multibeam surveys, because of its application
of mapping bathymetry. Within the last decade, most multibeam systems are capa-
ble of acoustically-imaging the water column as well. Globally widespread multibeam
coverage implies that a large number of seeps have been acoustically imaged with multi-
beam systems; however there is presently no means to approximate seep fluid flow from
these data alone. We note that these methods still under sample the watercolumn,
Currently, water column imaging systems are not correctly calibrated for quanti-
fied analysis of seep-bubble echoes. When an object is imaged using a singlebeam
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echosounder, the acoustic energy reflected back from that object is inherent from only
one incident sonar beam. The ratio of the measured signal strength of the received
pulse to the emitted pulse is directly related to the amount of scattering caused by
the object. The amount of scattering can then be correlated to the size of the object.
In the case of a multibeam imaged object, an object echoes energy from multiple in-
cident sonar beams. These beams arrive at the object at different angles and times.
The complex echoing of energy from multibeam imaged object makes it difficult to
reconstruct the exact scattering signature of each imaged object. Due to these limita-
tions, measuring the sizes of a collection of bubbles is not yet possible with multibeam
echosounders.
In order to test whether a relationship exist between mutibeam acoustic returns and
calculated seep-fluid flux, we have tested correlations between these data sets, we have
first tested the dependence of mulitibeam seep-bubble returns on the speed that the
ship is travelling. For this, a single seep (imaged as Flare F in Figure 3.16) was surveyed
using the multibeam over four transects (Figure 4.14) within the space of an hour at
different ship speeds. Figure 4.15 displays histograms of summed intensity (produced
using Summed_Intensity_Maps.m) derived from multibeam data collected on each
pass. Each histogram has been plotted against the speed of the boat as it passed over
the seep. It is difficult to derive a relationship between summed intensity and ship
speed from Figure 4.15 as the strength of seep activity may also be changing between
each survey line. It seems from Figure 4.15 that instantaneous changes in seep fluid
release have more of an impact on summed intensity than changes in boat speed. Due
to this, we have chosen not to include the influence of boat speed on the relationship
between summed intensity and seep-fluid flux in further relationship tests.
Summed-intensity histograms Figure 4.16 have been plotted again for flares F1, F2
and F3 (surveyed on lines 10, 14 and 22 respectively) that were uninhibited by sonar
noise (from either fish or plankton) in Figure 4.16. These summed-intensity histograms
have been plotted against seep-fluid flux measurements, calculated for each pass over
the seep. It is apparent from Figure 4.16 that the area under the histograms increases
with increasing flux measurements. A larger area under the plot implies that a higher
number of echoes were recorded and hence a higher number of bubbles were identified
in the seep. The observed relationship between summed-intensity values and seep-fluid
flux measurements suggest that a correlation does exist.
Presently, any correlations between multibeam imaged seeps and seep-fluid flux are
relative and not quantifiable. It is likely that ship speed does influence the summed-
intensity values of flares; however this relationship has not been quantified in this
thesis due to limited data. It is also noted that the summed-intensity values plotted
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Figure 4.14: Sonar lines 10, 14, 21 and 22 from TAN1505 that acoustically surveyed
Flare F (Figure 3.16)
as histograms in Figure 4.16 are considerably smaller than those plotted in Figure 3.7.
The contrast in summed intensity values between flares are a result of differences in
acoustic data resolution. Summed-intensity surfaces in Figure 3.6 were created from a
much higher resolution volume of acoustic returns than those plotted in Figure 4.16.
As the higher resolution volume is gridded more densely, more data will be vertically
summed when calculating summed-intensity surfaces. Therefore, the final summed-
intensity values are directly related to the initial data-resolution of the water-column
imaged volume.
Based on this information, we suggest that summed-intensity values of flares are de-
pendent on ship speed, data resolution and the flux of ensuing seep fluid. This rela-
tionship indicates that estimating seep-fluid flux from multibeam imaged seeps may
become possible once these other dependencies have been quantified.
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Figure 4.15: Plot of summed-intensity histograms for Flare F against the speed of the
ship for each pass.
Figure 4.16: Plot of summed-intensity histograms for Flare F against the seep-fluid
flux at the seafloor for each pass.
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4.9 Future work
Bubble-size distributions measured in this thesis are limited to a narrower range of sizes
(∼ 6−15 mm) than other previously published measurements (∼ 1−20 mm). We have
inferred that the absence of smaller and larger bubbles is due to video quality and an
inadequate recording time, respectively. To better constrain bubble sizes outside of our
observed range, it would be useful to revise our measurements with higher-resolution
camera footage over a longer observation period.
We have made approximations of the degree to which theoretical dirty-bubble models
overestimate bubble-rise rates that has arisen from the slowing effect of bubble oscil-
lations (see Section 4.2.2) that has not been previously accounted for. If more bubbles
were tracked using the Matlab codes (Section 6.3 – 6.11) it would be possible to con-
struct a more accurate trend for measured rise rates of different bubbles sizes. With
bubble-rise rate measurements in the order of ∼ 100 it would be possible to make a
closer estimate of the true degree of slowed bubble ascent caused by bubble oscillations.
Throughout this thesis there have been multiple references to how seep bubble preserva-
tion increases when larger numbers of bubbles rise in close proximity. This information
is very useful in inferring seeps that are potentially capable of transporting undissolved
methane to the atmosphere. However, a quantified increase in bubble preservation as
a function of proximal bubbles has not been established, as rising seep bubbles rise
chaotically and are difficult to constrain. If first-order relationships where developed
between bubble concentration at a part of a flare and methane preservation, then the
outwards transfer-rate of methane from bubbles could be better constrained for a seg-
ment of a flare. This information could then be used to more-accurately predict the
proportion of methane that remained in seep bubbles at shallower water depths. It
would then be possible to make more accurate estimations of atmospheric methane
emissions simply based on acoustic imaging.
Due to the ephemeral nature of seeps and partial imaging of the water column, the
total number of flares within our survey area are only minimum estimates. To con-
struct a more accurate impression of the seep distribution in and around the Northern
Hikurangi Margin, the region would have to be repeatedly acoustically imaged with
dense coverage.
As mentioned, new advancements in seep-fluid output quantifications will come with
the calibration of multibeam watercolumn imaging. There is already motivation for
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this to be calculated for other watercolumn studies and development is currently ongo-
ing (A. Pallentin & J.M. Augustin, personal communication). If both the watercolumn
calibration and methane dissolution rate quantifications were achieved, seep-related at-
mospheric emission rates could be calculated essentially from multibeam watercolumn
imaging. Knowledge of bubble-size and rise-rate distributions would also be required
(obtainable using the techniques developed in this thesis), but these are expected to
be similar across an entire seep field. As a result, assessments of changes in seep-fluid
output could be made of altering seep fields. This would also drastically decrease the
uncertainty in current extrapolated seep-outputs over large regions.
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The numerous approaches used to estimate the rate at which global seep systems
transfer methane into the water column are varied and involve large uncertainties.
Despite these variabilities, all estimations are in agreement that the flux of methane into
global oceans is substantial (estimates by Judd (2000) are in the order of 0.4–48 Tg/yr).
The amount of methane that is transported through the water column via rising seep
bubbles and released into the atmosphere is even more poorly constrained, where only
crude approximations have been made. In order to better constrain uncertainties in
methane budgets transported to the water column and atmosphere, better tools and
techniques for modelling parameters of rising seep bubbles are required.
The techniques that we have developed in this thesis are used to calculate a series of
seep parameters to better constrain seafloor methane flux estimates. These techniques
comprise of (1) methods of acquiring bubble size and rise rate distributions from un-
derwater camera footage of rising seep bubbles, (2) mapping the distribution of seep
locations within multibeam surveyed regions, and (3) producing profiles of acoustically
imaged flare intensity at staggered depth intervals for assessing the preservation of
rising seep bubbles in the water column.
These methods have been applied to a recently discovered abundant seep field across
the raised continental slope of the Hikurangi Margin, New Zealand. Seeps discovered
along the upper Margin are situated at uncharacteristically shallow depths (∼ 150 −
300 m bsl), which implies the methane released at the seafloor via seeps may be capable
of transferring to the atmosphere. Evidence of carbonate mounds at the base of active
seeps has also been recorded in the bathymetry and underwater video footage for
multiple seeps in the area. The presence of these mounds indicate that seeps have been
active for timescales of the order of a few thousand years.
Mapped seep distributions have revealed that these recently discovered seeps are nu-
merous and widespread in comparison to previously documented seep fields. In the
total expanse of the survey area (840 km2) between 585 and 660 seeps were identi-
fied. A segment of the surveyed area that we defined as a seep field (due to its high
concentration of seeps) contained between 495 and 567 seeps over an area of 89.6 km2
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Conclusions
Techniques developed for calculating sizes and rise rates of seep bubbles were devel-
oped using videogrammetric methods. These techniques are automated in Matlab
codes and can be applied to any underwater video footage that has parallel scaling
lasers. Implementing these bubble-measurement codes on seep-bubble footage from the
Hikurangi Margin has produced distributions of bubble sizes and rise rates that were
compared to previously published seep bubble distributions. Experimental bubble-size
measurements were in general agreement with previously published bubble-size results.
Conversely, we were unable to obtain experimental results for bubble-rise rates from
literature inquiries. Experimental bubble-rise rate distributions we have obtained are
compared to theoretical bubble-rise rate models, which predict consistently faster rising
seep bubbles than were observed. Overestimations in theoretical bubble-rise velocity
predictions are likely due to assumptions that rising dirty bubbles (bubbles with a
coating of surfactants) behave as solid spheres. Elliptically shaped bubbles oscillate
when rising, and whilst the presence of surfactants acts to dampen bubble oscillations,
they are not eliminated completely. Completely neglecting bubble oscillations in dirty-
bubble rise rate models fails to account for the extra energy losses to the rise of the
bubble, hence overestimates rise velocity. By shifting the theoretical models, we were
able to approximate the degree of unaccounted slowing that bubble oscillations might
cause. In the case of Leifer et al. (2000), overestimations ranged from 3 – 3.7 cm/s,
although more bubble rise-rate measurements could make this estimation more pre-
cise. Shifted theoretical bubble-rise rates were used as distributions representative of
the experimentally measured bubble-rise rates.
Improved methods for calculating bubble-size and rise-rate distributions were then
combined with the FlareFlow module developed by Mario Veloso to obtain methane
fluxes of seeps. Flux calculations for seeps across the newly discovered Hikurangi
Margin area, revealed that standard seeps release between 37 and 286 mL/min of
undissolved methane. There is also evidence for more prominent seeps within the
survey area that has the capacity to release between of undissolved methane in the
range of 1115 to 3371 mL/min.
We have applied models of methane preservation in rising seep bubbles to a clearly
imaged flare that appeared to extend the full height of the water column. Combining
chemical dissolution models with staggered-depth intensity models has shown that the
majority of methane in bubbles is lost within the first 60 m (∼ 100 m bsl). We have
approximated the proportion of the initial seafloor-released methane that is preserved
to the atmosphere to be in the order of 0.2%.
Development of these techniques will hopefully contribute in progressing seep research
to a standard where global emissions can be more accurately estimated. Before these
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estimations are plausible, we suggest that multibeam water-column imaging must first
be calibrated, so that assessing outputs of individual seeps across extensive seep fields
becomes realistic.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Summed_Intensity_Maps
%produces an integrated intensity sufrace for point data exported
%from FMMidwater
%clear the workspace
close all
clear all
%enter collumn height in metres
for column_height=10000;
%enter the thickness of the soundfront error to be ignored
floor_height=20;
%choose the numer of grid squares in the latitudinal direction of the final
%mosaic
num_squares=200;
%run the module ’ascii_columns’ to load in the data
ascii_columns
%variables that will be used to store the binned data
x_bin=0;
y_bin=0;
z_bin=0;
a_bin=0;
%compile a matrix made up of x,y,z,amp
data_comp=[samp_pos_x, samp_pos_y, samp_pos_z, samp_val_amp];
%make an horizontal grid spacing
x_interval=(max(samp_pos_x)-min(samp_pos_x))/num_squares;
y_interval=(max(samp_pos_y)-min(samp_pos_y))/num_squares;
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6.1 Summed_Intensity_Maps
%the number of grid squares in the longitudinal direction is evaluated so
%that all grid spaces are square
ratio=abs(max(samp_pos_x)-min(samp_pos_x))/abs(max(samp_pos_y)-min(samp_pos_y));
num_y=round(num_squares/ratio);
%for all grid spaces in the latitunidal direction
for sq=1:num_squares
%display sq as a progress counter
disp(sq)
%takes data values for all the columns that are within the latitude range
%of the current grid square
for rows1=1:length(data_comp(1,:))
between_x(:,rows1)=data_comp(data_comp(:,1)>(min(samp_pos_x)+(sq-1)*...
x_interval) & data_comp(:,1)<(min(samp_pos_x)+sq*x_interval),rows1);
end
%if no values are present in the x range, the column values are 0,0,0,0 for
%that grid square
if isempty(between_x);
between_x=[0, 0, 0, 0];
end
%for all grid spaces in the longitunidal direction
for sq2=1:num_y
%takes data values for all the columns that are within the longitude range
%of the current grid square
for rows2=1:length(data_comp(1,:))
between_y(:,rows2)=between_x(between_x(:,2)>(min(samp_pos_y)+(sq2-1)*...
y_interval) & between_x(:,2)<(min(samp_pos_y)+sq2*y_interval),rows2);
end
%if no values are present in the y range, the column values are 0,0,0,0 for
%that grid square
if isempty(between_y);
between_y=[0, 0, 0, 0];
end
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%take data values between the sepcific vertical integration range
between_col=between_y(between_y(:,3)>(min(between_y(:,3)+floor_height)) &
between_y(:,3)<...
(min(between_y(:,3)+column_height)) ,:);
%if no values are present in the vertical range, the column values are 0,0,0,0
%for that grid square
if isempty(between_col);
between_col=[0, 0, 0, 0];
end
%records the binned values in seperate arrays
x_bin(length(x_bin(:,1))+1:length(x_bin(:,1))+...
length(between_col(:,1)),1)=between_col(:,1);
y_bin(length(y_bin(:,1))+1:length(y_bin(:,1))+...
length(between_col(:,1)),1)=between_col(:,2);
z_bin(length(z_bin(:,1))+1:length(z_bin(:,1))+...
length(between_col(:,1)),1)=between_col(:,3);
a_bin(length(a_bin(:,1))+1:length(a_bin(:,1))+...
length(between_col(:,1)),1)=between_col(:,4);
%clear the values for the next iteration
between_y=[];
end
between_x=[];
end
end
%combine seperate arrays into a matrix
flare=[y_bin, x_bin, z_bin, a_bin];
%cut out rows that only contain zeros
flare(flare(:,4)==0,:)=[];
%writes data to a file containing [lat, lon, depth, amplitude] that can be
%loaded as a surface back into Fledermaus
dlmwrite(’newflare.txt’,flare,’delimiter’,’\t’,...
’precision’,’%.6f’);
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6.2 ascii_columns
6.2 ascii_columns
%imports water column point data from FMMidwater
%choose the text file
filename = uigetfile(’*.txt’);
data=dlmread(filename,’ ’,14,0);
%assign values to each column
samp_file_id=data(:,1);
samp_pos_x=data(:,4);
samp_pos_y=data(:,6);
samp_pos_z=data(:,8)+data(:,9);
%select the required range of values values
dataedit=data(:,[11:16]);
dataedit(dataedit>0)=0;
samp_val_amp=sum(dataedit,2);
6.3 DTIS_Frame_Dimensions
%Core program for calculating running all modules and writting BSD .txt files
%clear the existing variables and figures
close all
clear all
%Allow the user to choose a video file for analysis
bubbleVideo = uigetfile(’*’,’Select the video for analysis’);
workingDir = tempname;
mkdir(workingDir)
mkdir(workingDir,’images’)
hVideoSrc = vision.VideoFileReader(bubbleVideo, ’ImageColorSpace’, ’RGB’);
vid=VideoReader(bubbleVideo);
%choose how many frames to skip in each iteration
frame_count=5;
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%create an empty matrix to enter bubble-centre coordinatese
%(coordinates (x,y), bubble number, iteration_number)
bubble_centre=zeros(2,100,100);
%(iteration number, bubble number)
bubble_height=zeros(100,100);
%(iteration number, bubble number)
bubble_radius=zeros(100,100);
%run the module ’staring_point’ that allows the user to specify the frame
%of the loaded video
starting_point
%count of what frame iteration the program is on
iteration=1;
%value that is subject to change depending on whether the user wishes to
%repeat a step
repeat=1;
%loop where each cycle is a frame iteration
while isDone(hVideoSrc) && repeat == 1;
%clear repeat for each loop
clear repeat
%clear all other variables except those that are needed for further iterations
clearvars -except bubbleVideo filename hVideoSrc workingDir...
bubble_centre frame frame_count iteration bubble_height frame_number...
bubble_radius imgA
%close all figures from the previous iteration
close all
%run the module ’pick_image’ that allows the user pick points on the chosen
image
pick_image
%run the module ’canadian_grid_lasers’ that allows the user to specify the
%frame of the loaded video
canadian_grid_lasers
%run the module ’canadian_grid_measure’ constructs a Canadian Grid for the
%frame
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6.3 DTIS_Frame_Dimensions
canadian_grid_measure
%run the module ’bubble_size_and_pos’ that measures the size and elevation
%of bubbles
bubble_size_and_pos
%ask the user if they have finished working on this and would like to move
%on to the next slide
disp(’would you like to go to the next slide?’);
%the user must enter ’1’ to move on, or ’0’ to remain on this slide
repeat=input(’enter 1 for yes or 0 for no: ’);
%after moving on, the iteration increases by +1
iteration=iteration+1;
%The video time of each frame is calculated using:
run_time=frame_number/bubbleVideo.FrameRate;
%take BSD values above 0, convert from cm to m, then round to the nearest
%0.00125 (as is a standard binnig size for BSD (FlareFLow User Manuel)
bsd=round((bubble_radius(iteration-...
1,1:length(bubble_radius(bubble_radius(iteration-1,:)>...
0)))/100)/0.00025)* 0.00025;
%create an empty column for normalized frequency
bsd(2,:)=zeros;
%add rows for maximum and minimum bubble sizes
%convert from cm to m
bsd(3,:)=bubble_radius_max_unc(iteration-...
1,1:length(bubble_radius_max_unc(bubble_radius_max_unc(iteration-1,:)>0)))/100;
%create a column for minimum uncertainty values
bsd(4,:)=bubble_radius_min_unc(iteration-...
1,1:length(bubble_radius_min_unc(bubble_radius_min_unc(iteration-1,:)>0)))/100;
%make empty arrays for incorporated max and min distribution errors
bsd(5,:)=zeros(1,length(bsd(1,:))); bsd(6,:)=zeros(1,length(bsd(1,:)));
%sort the bsd matrix in order or bubble size
[sort1,sort2]=sort(bsd(1,:));
bsd=bsd(:,sort2);
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%normalise the occurence frequcy of each bubble-size bin and populate bsd(2,:)
for n=1:length(bsd(1,:))
if sum(bsd(1,n)==bsd(1,1:n-1))==0;
%give each binned bubble size an occurrence frequency.
%repeated numbers are given a 0
bsd(2,n)=sum((bsd(1,n)==bsd(1,:)>0));
end
end
%inital numbers are rounded for the puroposes of binning, uncertainty
%errors are kept unrounded
for n=1:length(bsd(1,:))
%if there are repeated values
if bsd(2,n)>1
%find the largest possible uncertainty
bsd(5,n)=max(bsd(3,bsd(1,:)==bsd(1,n)));
bsd(6,n)=min(bsd(4,bsd(1,:)==bsd(1,n)));
%if that bubble size is unique, its uncertainty stays the same
elseif bsd(2,n)==1
bsd(5,n)=bsd(3,n);
bsd(6,n)=bsd(4,n);
end
end
%delete the repeats labelled with 0 bsd=bsd(:,bsd(2,:) =0);
bsd(2,:)=bsd(2,:)./max(bsd(2,:));
%remove the orignal uncertainty rows
bsd(3:4,:)=[];
%add the uncertainty factor for helicle/zigzag rise path
%this is chosen from experimental results
%results from this thesis are +/-
bsd(3,:)=bsd(3,:)+0;
bsd(4,:)=bsd(4,:)-0;
%Write a text file containing a column for - radius, normalised frequency
%Name this file by - ’movie name’_’frame number’_’run time’
filenm=fopen(sprintf(’bsd_%s_FrameNum_%d_RunTime_%g.txt’, filename,...
frame_number, run_time),’w’);
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6.4 Starting_Point
fprintf(filenm,’
%move forward the specified number of frames for the following itertion
imgC=imgA;
for frame=1:frame_count
imgA=step(hVideoSrc);
frame_number=frame_number+1;
end
end
6.4 Starting_Point
%progresses the video to the specific frame chosen by the user
%start at the first frame
frame_number=1;
%define imgA as a ’step’ of the chosen video
imgA=step(hVideoSrc);
%show a dialogue box that requests eiter a time or frame number to jump to
prompt=’Starting frame:’,’OR Starting time (s):’;
dlg_title=’Start’;
num_lines=1;
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines);
%if they try and enter numbers in both field, request that they only enter
into one
if isempty(str2num(cell2mat(answer(2,1))))<1 &&...
isempty(str2num(cell2mat(answer(1,1))))<1
h = msgbox(’ERROR: please only enter values in one box’);
elseif str2num(cell2mat(answer(1,1)))>1
for frame=1:str2num(cell2mat(answer(1,1)))-1
imgA=step(hVideoSrc);
frame_number=frame_number+1;
end
%in the case of a starting time
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%calculate the number of frames to skip
elseif round(str2num(cell2mat(answer(2,1)))*bubbleVideo.FrameRate)>1
for frame=1:round(str2num(cell2mat(answer(2,1)))*bubbleVideo.FrameRate)-1
imgA=step(hVideoSrc);
frame_number=frame_number+1;
end
end
6.5 pick _image
%displays the frame so that points can be specified by the user to make
%measurements
%creat a figure for displaying the frame
h=figure;
%create a greyscale version of the frame
imgB=rgb2gray(imgA);
%show the greyscale image
imshow(imgB)
%allow the user to adjust the contrast of the image when picking points
disp(’adjust the image contrast to highlight image features’);
disp(’press ENTER to continue’);
imcontrast
%create a new figure for showing the RGB image
%this can be used to check features of the greyscale image
figure
imshow(imgA)
%make greyscale image the active window
figure(h)
%pause the sequece to allow the user to operate on the image
pause();
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6.5 pick _image
%request that the user ’picks’ the point on the image where the bubbles are
%ensuing
disp(’locate the vent origin’)
%create empty arrays for the coordinates of picked image points
bubble_pos_x=[];
bubble_pos_y=[];
%plot the bubbles centres for ’picked’ bubbles from the previus iteration
%this will make it easier to follow bubbles and differentiate them from other
%features
figure(h)
if iteration>1
hold on;
scatter(bubble_centre(1,bubble_centre(1,:,1)>...
0,iteration-1), bubble_centre(2,bubble_centre(1,...
:,1)>0,iteration-1), ’m’);
end
%loop that allows the user to pick image points in a GUI interface
%this at the end of each loop this ’picking interface will end to
%allow the user to zoom to other parts of the image
rep=1;
while rep==1
clear rep
clear prompt
clear input
%on the grayscale figure
figure(h)
%start the GUI interface for picking the ends of each long and short axis
%for each chosen bubble
[pos_x, pos_y]=getpts;
bubble_pos_x(length(bubble_pos_x)+1:length(bubble_pos_x)+length(pos_x))=pos_x;
bubble_pos_y(length(bubble_pos_y)+1:length(bubble_pos_y)+length(pos_y))=pos_y;
%plot the points that have been picked
hold on
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scatter(bubble_pos_x, bubble_pos_y,’y’);
%ask if the user would like to continue picking bubbles
%choose the answer only after any new bubbles in the image have been zoomed
%to
disp(’would you like pick bubbles?’);
rep=input(’enter 1 for yes or 0 for no: ’);
end
%extract the coordinates of the flare origin
flare_origin_x=bubble_pos_x(1,1);
flare_origin_y=bubble_pos_y(1,1);
%extact the coordinates of the bubble long and short axes
bubble_pos_x=transpose(bubble_pos_x(2:length(bubble_pos_x)));
bubble_pos_y=transpose(bubble_pos_y(2:length(bubble_pos_y)));
6.6 Canadian _Grid
%constructs a Canadian Grid for the chosen frame
%run the moduel ’laser_detect’ to locate the image coordinates of the left
%and right laser
laser_detect3
%choose the spacing distance of the Canadian Grid
grid_spacing=20;
%specify the spacing of the lasers for the camera that was used
laser_spacing_cm=20;
%horizontal and vertical camera angles are corrected for the the diffracton
%of light through water instead of the original values that were calculated
%for air
%horizontal angle of view
beta=asin(((68*pi/180)*1.00028)/1.334); %angle in radians
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6.6 Canadian _Grid
%vertical angle of view
alph=asin(((55*pi/180)*1.00028)/1.334); %angle in radians
%dip angle of camera below horizontal
theta=45*pi/180; %angle in radians
%calculate the image distance between the lasers
laser_spacing_pix=pt2av(1,1)-pt1av(1,1); %image length corresponding to 20cm
%conversion scale between image and scene for the horizontal line through
%the laser points
scale_pix_cm=laser_spacing_cm/laser_spacing_pix;
%calculate image distances
gp=length(imgA(1,:,1))/2;
bp=length(imgA(:,1,1))/2;
%calculate the distance from the origin to p
Op=tan(alph/2)*bp;
%find the vetical average of the laser points (image distance)
vert_las_av=(pt1av(1,2)+pt2av(1,2))/2;
%vertical distance of lasers from the centre
%if the lasers are above the centre line the answer will be positive
%adpated from McGovern (2015)
laser_angle=atan((length(imgA(:,1,1))/2-vert_las_av)/Op);
%scene distance along the trace of the lasers
LR=length(imgA(1,:,1))*scale_pix_cm;
%determine the height of the camera
%adapted from Wakefield (1987)
ON=LR*sin(theta-laser_angle)/(2*tan(beta/2));
%distance from camera to the base line
OB=ON/sin(theta+alph/2);
%scene distance along the baseline
EF=2*OB*tan(beta/2);
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%scale along the base line
Shb=length(imgA(1,:,1))/EF;
%scale along the laser line
Shp=length(imgA(1,:,1))/LR;
%create points at grid spacing intervals for the vertical scale
for BA=grid_spacing:grid_spacing:1000;
xba(BA) = bp*(1+(tan(theta-atan(ON/(BA+ON*cot(theta+alph/2)))))...
/tan(alph/2));
if xba(BA) > 2*bp
break
end
end
%take on only the positive values
xba=xba(xba>0);
%start from bottom (image coordinates are reversed from converntional matlab
%coordinates)
xba=length(imgA(:,1,1))-xba;
%calculate y coordinates for horizontal lines
for i=-2000:3000
for a=1:length(xba);
yba(i+2001,a)=xba(1,a);
end
end
i=-2000:3000;
%calculate the intercept along the baselines
for n=1:20
base_distances(n,1)=Shb*grid_spacing*n;
end
%plot points outwards from the middle
for n=1:length(base_distances)
base_points_l(n,1)=length(imgA(1,:,1))/2-base_distances(n,1);
base_points_r(n,1)=length(imgA(1,:,1))/2+base_distances(n,1);
end
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base_points_l=flipud(base_points_l);
base_points=zeros(length(base_points_l)+length(base_points_r)+1,2);
base_points(:,1)=[base_points_l; length(imgA(1,:,1))/2; base_points_r];
base_points(:,2)=length(imgA(:,1,1));
%calculate the intercept along the horizontal line through the laser points
for n=1:20
mid_distances(n,1)=Shp*grid_spacing*n;
end
%plot the points outwards from the centre
for n=1:length(mid_distances)
mid_points_l(n,1)=length(imgA(1,:,1))/2-mid_distances(n,1);
mid_points_r(n,1)=length(imgA(1,:,1))/2+mid_distances(n,1);
end
mid_points_l=flipud(mid_points_l);
mid_points=zeros(length(mid_points_l)+length(mid_points_r)+1,2);
mid_points(:,1)=[mid_points_l; length(imgA(1,:,1))/2; mid_points_r];
%y coordinates of all points are the vertical distance to the averaged laser
%points
mid_points(:,2)=vert_las_av;
%plot the lines over the frame image
figure
imshow(imgA);
hold on
plot(i,yba,’r’)
grads(:,1)=(mid_points(:,2)-base_points(:,2))./(mid_points(:,1)-base_points(:,1));
for x=-5000:5000
for a=1:length(grads)
y(x+5001,a)=grads(a,1)*(x-base_points(a,1))+base_points(a,2);
end
end
x=-5000:5000;
hold on
plot(x,y,’r’)
hold on
line([length(imgA(1,:,1))/2, length(imgA(1,:,1))/...
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2], [0, length(imgA(:,1,1))],’color’,’r’);
6.7 Laser_Detect
%locates and differentiates the left and right lasers
%find pixels with a red values higher thatn 0.98 (where each pixel values
%ranges 0-1)
[col, row]=find(imgA(:,:,1)>=0.98);
%calculate the row differences between each red point and every other red
%point in the frame
for rownum=1:length(row)
distances(:,rownum)=row(rownum,1)-row(:,1);
end
%set up an array of zeros for inputting the points contained in a cluster
differences=zeros(length(distances(:,1)),1);
%find clusters of red points
for rownum=1:length(row)
%take each single column out
diff=distances(:,rownum);
%find the points within 6 pixels of surrounding points
%if there are less than 12 points in the proximity
if length(diffi)<5
%record the number of that row
differences(rownum,1)=rownum;
end
%reset
diff=[];
diffi=[];
end
%take only the located points
differences=differences(differences =0);
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%reject coordinates outside of clusters
for diffnum=1:length(differences)
col(differences(diffnum))=nan;
row(differences(diffnum))=nan;
end
col=col( isnan(col));
row=row( isnan(row));
%differentiate points belonging to the left laser (pt1) and right laser (pt2)
pt1=[row(1,1) col(1,1)];
rowdif=row-pt1(1,1);
length(rowdif(rowdif<10))
pt1=[row(1:length(rowdif(rowdif<10))), col(1:length(rowdif(rowdif<10)))];
pt2=[row(length(rowdif(rowdif<10))+...
1:length(row)), col(length(rowdif(rowdif<10)+1:length(col))];
%average the coordinates for each side to obtain 2 distinct points
pt1av=[mean(pt1(:,1)), mean(pt1(:,2))];
pt2av=[mean(pt2(:,1)), mean(pt2(:,2))];
%display the laser points on the image to check that no other red (possily
%from coloured fish) have disrupted the calculations
figure; imshow(imgA); hold on;
scatter(pt1av(:,1),pt1av(:,2),’filled’);
scatter(pt2av(:,1),pt2av(:,2),’filled’);
6.8 Canadian_Grid_Measure
%measures the maximum possible size of each bubble using the Canadian Grid
%create a new array of bubble_pos_x where the 1st,2nd and 3rd,4th multiple
%enties (those belonging to each axis end)
%are ordered left, right (smallest [x], largest [x])
bubble_pos_ver=[bubble_pos_x, bubble_pos_y];
for n=1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4
%number of bubbles selected
bubble_pos_ver(1+4*(n-1):2+...
4*(n-1),:)=sort(bubble_pos_ver(1+4*(n-1):2+4*(n-1),:));
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bubble_pos_ver(3+4*(n-1):4+4*(n-1),:)=sort(bubble_pos_ver(3+4*(n-1):4+4*(n-1),:));
end
%bk is pixel distance between interscetion points on the baseline
bk=abs(base_points(2,1)-base_points(1,1));
%measure each bubble based on the constucted grid
for n=1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4 %number of bubbles selected
%MATRIX CONVENTION
%dir represents each of the four ordered picks for each bubble
%dir = 1 : axis 1, left end
%dir = 2 : axis 1, right end
%dir = 3 : axis 2, left end
%dir = 4 : axis 2, right end
for dir=1:4
%plot each of the horizontal picks
hold on
scatter([bubble_pos_x(1+4*(n-1),1), bubble_pos_x(2+4*(n-...
1),1), bubble_pos_ver(3+4*(n-1),1), bubble_pos_ver(4+4*(n-...
1),1)], [bubble_pos_y(1+4*(n-1),1), bubble_pos_y(2+...
4*(n-1),1), bubble_pos_ver(3+4*(n-1),2), bubble_pos_ver(4+4*(n-1),2)]);
%calculate the horizontal image distance to each axis edge
ac_ax(n,dir)=abs(bubble_pos_ver(dir+4*(n-1),1)-length(imgA(1,:,1))/2);
%ba is the vertical image distance to the y coordinate of each axis point
ba_ax(n,dir)=abs(length(imgA(:,1,1))-bubble_pos_ver(dir+4*(n-1),2));
%find the x coordinates of all interecepts to the grid, along the line of
%each bubble
c_ax_ints(:,n,dir)=(bubble_pos_ver(dir+4*(n-1),2)-(base_points(:,2)-...
grads(:,1).*base_points(:,1)))./grads(:,1);
end
end
for n=1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4
for dir=1:4
%find the intercept that is closest to the x coordinate of the
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%centre line
al_ax(n,dir)=min(abs(length(imgA(1,:,1))/2-c_ax_ints(:,n,dir)));
end
end
%calculate true distances of horizontal and vertical axis end points
for dir=1:4
%eq 13 from wakefield -BK is the laser spacing(cm)
AC_ax(:,dir)=(ac_ax(:,dir)./al_ax(:,dir))*laser_spacing_cm;
BA_ax(:,dir)=ON./(tan(theta-atan((ba_ax(:,dir)./bp-1)*...
tan(alph/2))))-ON*cot(theta+alph/2);
end
%find the differences for the vertical (BA) axes and horizontal (AC) axes
%n=1 : axis 1 differences
%n=2 : axis 2 differences
for n=1:2
AC_diff(:,n)=abs(AC_ax(n,1+(n-1)*2)-AC_ax(n,2+(n-1)*2));
BA_diff(:,n)=abs(BA_ax(n,1+(n-1)*2)-BA_ax(n,2+(n-1)*2));
end
%use pythagoras to calculate the lengths of axes 1 & 2
for n=1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4
tot_dist_hor(n,1)=sqrt((BA_diff(:,1))ˆ2 + (AC_diff(:,1))ˆ2);
tot_dist_ver(n,1)=sqrt((BA_diff(:,2))ˆ2 + (AC_diff(:,2))ˆ2);
end
6.9 bubble_size_and_pos
%calculates the true size of bubble radius and elevation above the sea floor
%calculate the centre points of each bubble by taking the mean of all axes
%end points
for n=1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4
%centred x and y coordinate
% x1 x2 ... xn
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% y1 y2 ... yn
bubble_centre(:,n,iteration)=[(bubble_pos_x(1+4*(n-1),1)+...
bubble_pos_x(2+4*(n-1),1)+bubble_pos_ver(3+4*(n-1),1)+bubble_pos_ver(4+...
4*(n-1),1))/4, (bubble_pos_y(1+4*(n-1),1)+bubble_pos_y(2+...
4*(n-1),1)+bubble_pos_ver(3+4*(n-1),2)+bubble_pos_ver(4+4*(n-1),2))/4];
end
%calculate the image distance from the bottom of the image to each bubble
bw=length(imgA(:,1,1))-...
bubble_centre(2,1:length(bubble_centre(2,1:length(bubble_pos_x)/...
4,iteration)),iteration);
%calculate the image distance from the bottom of the image to the
%flare origin
bv=length(imgA(:,1,1))-flare_origin_y;
%calcualte the angle bewteen the line from ’origin’ to ’vent’
%and the vertical
v=pi/2-(theta+alph/2)+(bv/length(imgA(:,1,1)))*alph;
%calcualte the angle bewteen the line from ’origin’ to ’bubble centre’
%and the vertical
phi=pi/2-(theta+alph/2)+(bw./length(imgA(:,1,1)))*alph;
%calculate the elevation of each bubble above the seafloor
NV=ON*tan(v);
NW=ON.*tan(phi);
bubble_height(iteration,1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4)=(NW-NV)./tan(phi);
%calulate the distance from the origin to the end of the line through the
%bubble
OW=ON./cos(phi);
%calculate the distance from the origin to the centre of the image
Op=(bp/10)/tan(alph/2);
%calculate the distance from the origin to the intersection of the along
%OW
Ow=Op./cos(phi-(pi/2-theta));
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%run the module ’off_centre’ that accounts for bubbles drifting from vertical
%advection paths
off_centre
%horizontal angle of the bubble
ce_beta=atan((ac_ce/10)/Op);
%calculate the distance along OW between the bubble and the seafloor
WPhi=(bubble_height(iteration,1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4)./cos(phi))./...
transpose(cos(ce_beta));
%calculate the length of the line along OW between the image and the seafloor
wW=(OW-Ow)./transpose(cos(ce_beta));
for n=1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4
%convert diameters to radii
max_a1(n,:)=tot_dist_hor(n,1)/2;
max_a2(n,:)=tot_dist_ver(n,1)/2;
%find the minimum length by finding the pixel distance and scaling it to
%the laser spacing
min_a1(n,:)=((sqrt((bubble_pos_ver(2+4*(n-1),1)-bubble_pos_ver(1+4*(n-1),1))ˆ2+...
(bubble_pos_ver(2+4*(n-1),2)-bubble_pos_ver(1+4*(n-1),2))ˆ2))/2)/10;
min_a2(n,:)=((sqrt((bubble_pos_ver(3+4*(n-1),1)-bubble_pos_ver(4+4*(n-1),1))ˆ2+...
(bubble_pos_ver(3+4*(n-1),1)-bubble_pos_ver(4+4*(n-1),1))ˆ2))/2)/10;
end
%work out how far the bubble has strayed
%run the module ’uncertainty’ that calculates uncertainties
uncertainty
%calculate the true length of each bubble axis using the equation adapted
%from (McGovern 2012)
for n=1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4
a1(:,n)=min_a1(n,:)+(max_a1(n,:)-min_a1(n,:))*(wW(:,n)-WPhi(:,n))/wW(:,n);
a2(:,n)=min_a2(n,:)+(max_a2(n,:)-min_a2(n,:))*(wW(:,n)-WPhi(:,n))/wW(:,n);
end
%calculate the equivalent sqherical radius for each of the bubbles
for n=1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4
bubble_radius(iteration,n)=nthroot(a1(:,n)ˆ2*a2(:,n),3);
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end
%display the radius
disp(’bubble radius (cm)’)
disp(bubble_radius(iteration,1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4));
%display the bubble height
disp(’bubble height (cm)’)
disp(bubble_height(iteration,1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4));
6.10 off_centre
%accounts for how much each bubble has strayed in a horizontal direction
for n=1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4 %number of bubbles selected
%horizontal distance to each bubble centre from the image centre
ac_ce(n,:)=abs(bubble_centre(1,n,iteration)-length(imgA(1,:,1))/2);
end
%horizontal distance to the vent
ac_ve=abs(flare_origin_x-length(imgA(1,:,1))/2);
%find the x coordinates of all interecepts along the line of the vent
c_ve_ints=(flare_origin_x-(base_points(:,2)-grads(:,1).*...
base_points(:,1)))./grads(:,1);
%find the intercept that is closest to the x coordinate of the centre line
al_ve=min(abs(length(imgA(1,:,1))/2-c_ve_ints));
%calculate the true horizontal distance to the vent
AC_ve=(ac_ve/al_ve)*laser_spacing_cm;
%calculate the true horizontal distance to the bubble centre
AC_ce=(ac_ce./al_ve)*laser_spacing_cm;
%calculate the true horizontal differnce between the vent and each bubble
%centre
offvent_true_dist=abs(AC_ve-AC_ce);
%calculate the horizontal image differnce between the vent and each bubble
%centre
orig_ce_diff_pix=abs(ac_ve-ac_ce);
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6.11 uncertainty
%calculates errors based on how far the bubble is likely to have strayed
%away from vertical advection
%horizontal angle of the vent
ve_beta=atan((ac_ve/10)/Op);
%horizontal distance alonh OW that the bubble is likely to have strayed towards
%and away-from the camera
S(1,:)=offvent_true_dist./cos(ce_beta);
%calculate the +/- uncertainty off the height values
%(delta_phi) in Figure 2.12
vert_unc=S.*tan(pi/2-psi);
%calculate the +/- that the bubble could be displaced along the line wW
%either side of the zenith to the vent
hypoff=S./cos(pi/2-psi);
%calculate maximum and minumum uncertainty bubble sizes
a1_min_unc=min_a1+(max_a1-min_a1).*transpose((wW-(WPSI+hypoff))./wW);
a2_min_unc=min_a2+(max_a2-min_a2).*transpose((wW-(WPSI+hypoff))./wW);
a1_max_unc=min_a1+(max_a1-min_a1).*transpose((wW-(WPSI-hypoff))./wW);
a2_max_unc=min_a2+(max_a2-min_a2).*transpose((wW-(WPSI-hypoff))./wW);
%set up empty arrays for maximum and minimum uncertainties
bubble_radius_max_unc=zeros(100,100);
bubble_radius_min_unc=zeros(0,100);
%calculate max and min bubble axes sizes and populate the empty arrays
for n=1:length(bubble_pos_x)/4
bubble_radius_max_unc(iteration,n)=nthroot(a1_max_unc(n,:).ˆ2.*a2_max_unc(n,:),3);
bubble_radius_min_unc(iteration,n)=nthroot(a1_min_unc(n,:).ˆ2.*a2_min_unc(n,:),3);
end
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%add error for sinusoidal variations
bubble_radius_max_unc=bubble_radius_max_unc+0.0001;
bubble_radius_min_unc=bubble_radius_min_unc+0.0001;
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